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MBA Commercial and Multifamily Mortgage Finance Comment Letter

Ladies and Gentlemen:
The Mortgage Bankers Association 1 (“MBA”) welcomes the opportunity to respond to the
proposed rule on credit risk retention (“Proposed Rule”) 2 issued by the Office of the
The Mortgage Bankers Association is the national association representing the real estate finance
industry, an industry that employs more than 280,000 people in virtually every community in the
country. Headquartered in Washington, D.C., the association works to ensure the continued strength of
the nation's residential and commercial real estate markets; to expand homeownership and extend access
to affordable housing to all Americans. MBA promotes fair and ethical lending practices and fosters
professional excellence among real estate finance employees through a wide range of educational
programs and a variety of publications. For additional information, visit MBA's Web site:
www.mortgagebankers.org.
2 76 Fed. Reg. 24090 (April 29, 2011).
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Comptroller of the Currency, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation, Securities and Exchange Commission, Federal Housing Finance
Agency, and Department of Housing and Urban Development (collectively, the" Agencies").
MBA's membership of over 2,200 companies includes all elements of real estate finance such as
mortgage companies, mortgage brokers, commercial banks, Wall Street conduits, life insurance
companies, servicers and others in the mortgage lending field. MBA commends the Agencies
for the extensive effort and coordination to implement the risk retention provisions of the
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.
The views and recommendations contained in the attached letter are from the commercial and
multifamily mortgage finance ("commercial") perspective. The views of MBA's members
related to the single family residential ("residential") markets will be submitted separately.
Because the Proposed Rule establishes unique risk retention frameworks for residential
mortgage backed securities ("RMBS") and commercial mortgage backed securities ("CMBS"),
MBA is submitting two comment letters.
MBA believes that risk retention is an important step to ensuring a safe and reliable real estate
finance system. At the same time, it is essential that any risk retention requirements be
implemented appropriately so as not to constrain liquidity. In particular, MBA notes that one
element of the Proposed Rule, the Premium Cash Capture Reserve Account ("PCCRA"), would
be highly detrimental to both residential and commercial mortgage securitization markets. The
PCCRA would be placed in a first-loss position from which all losses of a securitization would
be first subtracted. Both commercial and residential members have reported that this would
severely and negatively alter the structure of both RMBS and CMBS in a manner that calls into
question the viability of new CMBS and RMBS issuances. Both the residential and commercial
letters provide a more comprehensive examination of the PCCRA and numerous other issues.
MBA is committed to facilitating the establishment of a fully-functioning, transparent, liquid and
responsible securitization market for commercial and residential mortgages. We look forward to
working with the Agencies to finalize the Proposed Rule in a manner that aligns interests
among market participants and reinvigorates the mortgage finance system.

~'-----

Michael D. Berman, CMB
President & Chief Executive Officer, CWCapital
Chairman, Mortgage Bankers Association
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Ladies and Gentlemen:
The Mortgage Bankers Association 1 (“MBA”) welcomes the opportunity to provide its views
and recommendations from the commercial and multifamily mortgage finance perspective in
response to the proposed rule on credit risk retention (“Proposed Rule”). 2
The Mortgage Bankers Association is the national association representing the real estate finance
industry, an industry that employs more than 280,000 people in virtually every community in the
country. Headquartered in Washington, D.C., the association works to ensure the continued strength of
the nation's residential and commercial real estate markets; to expand homeownership and extend access
to affordable housing to all Americans. MBA promotes fair and ethical lending practices and fosters
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The Proposed Rule implements the credit risk retention requirements of section 15G of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 3 as added by section 941 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform
and Consumer Protection Act (“Dodd-Frank Act” or “Act”), 4 and was jointly issued for
comment by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Treasury (“OCC”), Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System (“Federal Reserve Board”), Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (“FDIC”), U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“Commission”), Federal
Housing Finance Agency (“FHFA”), and Department of Housing and Urban Development
(“HUD”) (collectively, the "Agencies"). Section 15G generally requires the securitizer of assetbacked securities to retain not less than five percent of the credit risk of the assets collateralizing
the asset-backed securities. Section 15G includes a number of exemptions from these
requirements, including an exemption for commercial mortgage-backed securities (“CMBS”)
that meet certain conditions.
MBA recognizes the extensive effort and coordination that were required to develop and
publish the Proposed Rule. We commend the Agencies for their thoughtful consideration of the
numerous and complex aspects of the Dodd-Frank Act’s risk retention provisions. In
developing our response to the Proposed Rule, MBA worked with its broad-based
commercial/multifamily real estate (“CRE”) finance membership, including CMBS issuers,
originators, servicers, and investors, as well as mortgage bankers, portfolio lenders, attorneys
and accountants.
Public Policy Principles Underlying Risk Retention Recommendations
MBA is committed to facilitating the establishment of a fully-functioning, transparent, liquid and
responsible securitization market for commercial and multifamily real estate mortgages. Because
the CMBS market involves a complex set of interactions among numerous stakeholders, policy
actions for this market should:
•

Advance an alignment of interests among investors, issuers, originators, servicers and
borrowers;

professional excellence among real estate finance employees through a wide range of educational
programs and a variety of publications. Its membership of over 2,200 companies, including all elements
of real estate finance: mortgage companies, mortgage brokers, commercial banks, thrifts, Wall Street
conduits, life insurance companies and others in the mortgage lending field. For additional information,
visit MBA's Web site: www.mortgagebankers.org.
2 76 Fed. Reg. 24090 (April 29, 2011).
3 15 U.S.C. § 78o-11.
4 Public Law 111-203, 124 Stat. 1376-2223 (July 21, 2010).
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•

Support credible, safe and sound lending practices that reflect the needs and
sophistication of issuers, investors, and the owners of commercial and multifamily real
estate properties;

•

Support the efficient flow of mortgage capital from investors to borrowers;

•

Help restore investor confidence and the ability of investors to accurately assess the risks
in the collateral and the securitization structure;

•

Ensure risks are properly assessed, mitigated and/or priced by those who assume or
control them;

•

Increase transparency across all aspects of the market, assuring adequate information for
investors while protecting individual privacy and proprietary business models; and

•

Provide flexibility to allow for a number of different forms of risk retention and risk
allocation.

Summary of Core MBA Recommendations
Consistent with these policy principles, MBA’s recommendations, discussed in greater detail
throughout this letter, are as follows:
•

Premium Capture Cash Reserve Account (“PCCRA”). MBA expresses strong
objections to the PCCRA and recommends its elimination. As proposed, we believe that
it would be exceedingly disruptive to the CMBS market (which relies on the Interest
Only (“IO”) tranche for expense recovery and a return on capital), and effectively would
remove the financial incentive to issue CMBS, potentially eliminating CMBS as a
potential source of permanent mortgage capital for commercial/multifamily real estate
borrowers.
MBA believes that the following methodologies to calculate the retained credit risk
should replace the PCCRA. For the vertical slice, the net sale proceeds multiplied by 5
percent would be the appropriate methodology that would obviate the need for the
PCCRA. For the horizontal slice, we believe the methodology should be based on the
par value (defined as the par values of the securities, which for REMIC purposes equates
to the unpaid principal balance of the loans securitized) multiplied by 5 percent, and
that the net weighted average coupon (“WAC”) of the qualifying horizontal slice be no
less than that of the entire pool. These methodologies also should determine the manner
in which the required risk retention position is calculated under the vertical and
horizontal risk retention structures.
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•

Risk Retention Structures and Optional “Menu” Approach. MBA supports the
optional menu approach for risk retention structures in the Proposed Rule because it
provides flexibility for a broad range of market participants. MBA also recommends
additional risk retention structures that are consistent with risk retention requirements,
such as variations on the vertical slice that effectively retain substantially similar credit
risk (whether at the loan-level or in a single security), as well as the GSE multifamily risk
retention models. Other structures should be permissible where strong contractual
obligations exist and the sponsor is financially positioned to meet those obligations.

•

Risk Retention Hold Period and Hedging of Credit Risk. The CMBS market provides
extensive and robust transparency with regard to the performance of underlying loans,
which allows investors the opportunity to determine loan performance and identify
loans or securitizations that are not performing as expected. Accordingly, the required
risk retention hold period should be three years for all risk retention holders, including
issuers, originators, and first-loss B-piece buyers. In addition, at the time of issuance, the
retention period (whether the three year minimum hold period or a longer voluntary
duration) must be declared and disclosed by the holder of risk retention, which would
encourage the market to consider the holding period in pricing the issuance based on the
confidence of the sponsor in the pool’s assets. After the three years (or other declared
period), the risk retention holder would be permitted to transfer, sell, or hedge the risk
retention. Where a third-party purchaser assumes the risk retention position, the party
that subsequently assumes the position (after the applicable holding period) should be a
qualified transferee.

•

Financing of Risk Retention Interests. MBA recommends allowing sponsors and thirdparty purchasers to use some financing to fund its risk retention position, including firstloss, horizontal “B-piece” interests. Prohibiting all such financing would limit the
incentive to engage in securitizations and, in particular, reduce the number of thirdparty purchasers willing to assume the risk retention role and increase the cost of
securitization (and ultimately, the cost to borrowers). MBA recommends that no
distinction be made between the sponsor's ability to finance its risk retention interest
compared to third-party purchasers.

•

Third-Party Risk Retention and Operating Advisors. In lieu of an Operating Advisor
with broad unilateral powers beginning at the inception of the securitization, we
recommend the following framework that enhances disclosure, establishes dispute
resolution mechanisms, and creates an appropriate, targeted role for the Operating
Advisor. Specifically, a special servicer (affiliated with the third-party “B-piece”
purchaser fulfilling a risk retention role) should be required to provide enhanced
disclosure of relevant information in one consolidated place that is maintained by a
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third-party source independent of the B-piece buyer/special servicer. The pooling and
servicing agreement (“PSA”) or other governing documents would require access to
information about completed workouts and other publicly-available information about
the special servicer’s activities that enables investors to evaluate the activities of the
special servicer and whether the servicing standard is being met.
The risk retention rule also should require the PSA or other governing document to set
forth a dispute resolution mechanism available for investors, including the ability of
investors to demand an investigation of possible noncompliance by the special servicer
on demand from a specified percentage of certificate-holders.
Finally, the Operating Advisor’s role should begin when a change in control event
occurs through the application of appraisal reductions and realized losses to a level
specified in the PSA. Upon the change in control event, the Operating Advisor’s role
would be that of oversight, serving as a watchdog and playing a monitoring role, and to
investigate claims of noncompliance initiated by the specified percentage of certificateholders.
•

Disclosures Regarding Third-Party Purchasers. MBA recommends appropriate
disclosures by third-party purchasers serving in a risk retention role that aligns the
interests of CMBS investors but refrains from requiring disclosure of proprietary
information or other information unrelated to its role as a B-piece investor. The issuer
and/or third-party purchaser would be required to represent/declare that the purchase
price paid for the eligible horizontal interest was adequate to fulfill the risk retention
role.

•

Underwriting Standards for Zero Risk Retention. Because underwriting is both an art
and a science, a metrics-only approach for specifying underwriting standards is not well
suited for identifying low-risk loans. MBA’s recommended underwriting requirements
strive to be responsive to the Proposed Rule requirement of identifying low-risk loans,
while at the same time recognizing the inherent challenges with defining such loans
through a metrics-only approach. Our recommendations enhance greater transparency,
modify the regulatory metrics to take into account unique aspects of
commercial/multifamily real estate finance, and seek to establish strong, industrydeveloped representations and warrantees with meaningful remedial mechanisms.
MBA therefore recommends revised metrics for a low-risk loan and changes to the
Proposed Rule that would make the standards consistent with long-held CRE lending
practices, ultimately providing a more meaningful exemption under the low-risk loan
statutory directive.
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Organization of MBA Comment Letter
Our letter is organized as follows:
•

Section I provides an overview of the commercial mortgage and CMBS markets,
including the ongoing and extensive loan-level transparency that exists. Because of the
unique characteristics of commercial mortgages and the structural features of CMBS,
credit risk-management largely drives the securitization of this asset class.

•

Section II describes the legal framework that governs risk retention under the DoddFrank Act, identifies the statutory requirements applicable to commercial mortgages,
and underscores the asset-class-specific regulation contemplated by Congress and other
policymaking bodies.

•

Section III discusses the proposed Premium Capture Cash Reserve Account
(“PCCRA”). This section discusses the regulatory intent underlying PCCRA and its
mechanics. We then express MBA’s opposition to the PCCRA and recommend the risk
retention calculation methodologies that should replace the PCCRA.

•

Section IV discusses the forms of risk retention set forth in the Proposed Rule. This
section expresses general support for the “menu of options” approach in the Proposed
Rule and provides recommendations for additional structures that would provide
broader flexibility and optionality for a range of market participants, as well as
modifications to the structures in the Proposed Rule.

•

Section V addresses issues relating to the duration, transfer and hedging of credit risk
positions. The section describes the extensive and ongoing transparency that exists at
the loan level, which supports a holding period short of the life of the securities; our
alternative approach, therefore, is presented.

•

Section VI focuses on rules that would govern third-party purchasers fulfilling the risk
retention role. This section discusses the existing role of third-party B-piece purchasers
in the CMBS market, the Operating Advisor, the hedging, transfer and financing
restrictions on B-piece buyers, disclosure requirements, and definitional clarifications.

•

Section VII comments on the proposed underwriting standards for zero-risk retention.
This section discusses the principles that should guide the underwriting criteria for lowrisk loans, including the fact that underwriting relies on both qualitative and
quantitative analyses. Nonetheless, we underscore that the underwriting standards in
the Proposed Rule contain some fundamental lapses and, therefore, recommend that
they should be revised in material ways.
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Finally, our submission includes appendices that supplement several topic area discussions. 5

I.

OVERVIEW OF COMMERCIAL/MULTIFAMILY MORTGAGES
A.

Commercial Real Estate Finance

Commercial and multifamily real estate — apartment buildings, office buildings, shopping
malls, industrial facilities, health care and hotel properties — house virtually all of the nation’s
businesses, and a full one-in-seven of its households. 6
Commercial mortgages are generally long-term loans (typically maturing 5, 7 or 10 years after
they are made and amortizing over a longer period), collateralized by the commercial property
itself. They typically have a balloon payment on their maturity. Many commercial mortgages,
particularly those with 10-year terms, have prepayment restrictions; that is, if the property
owner wishes to repay the mortgage prior to its maturity date, the lender/investor must be
compensated for the lost interest income that was due. Commercial mortgages are
underwritten based on a detailed analysis of the property, its income and its value. A common
characteristic among the categories of CRE is that the majority of property income is generated
through lease income.
In addition to analysis of the sponsors and the property market, underwriting focuses on a
property’s net operating income and its value to determine the appropriate size of the loan. The
net operating income is assessed to ensure that the property’s cash flows can support the
property operation, reserve funds for necessary capital improvement and cover mortgage
payments due on the loan. Rents, other income, expenses, and other factors are taken into
account and the resulting net operating income is compared to the required debt service to
derive a debt service coverage ratio. Notably, in CMBS, this critical operating income analysis is
re-performed generally on a quarterly basis as operating statements are received from the
property owner. Should the property owner default on the mortgage, the lender/special
servicer has a variety of options including modifying the mortgage, extending the mortgage,
foreclosing on the property, or selling the non-performing mortgage to another lender/investor.
Appendix A contains a more detailed description of the CRE finance market.

Throughout MBA’s comment letter, we also reference, in footnotes, specific questions posed in the
Proposed Rule. The Appendix also includes analyses that support the recommendations discussed
herein.
6 US Census Bureau, 2007 American Housing Survey.
5
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B.

Commercial Mortgage-Backed Securities

In CMBS transactions, commercial and multifamily mortgages, which typically vary in size,
property type and location, are pooled together, and a series of securities are structured
(“tranched”) so that the principal and interest payments from the mortgages flow through to
security investors in a waterfall, with investors in the most secure bonds being paid first, and
investors in the least secure bonds being paid last. Because the lower risk securities generally
pay a lower yield and the higher risk securities pay a higher yield, the structure allows investors
to buy bonds with the risk/return profile they desire. The CMBS market represents about 26
percent of the outstanding balance of commercial and multifamily mortgages. 7
The typical structure for the securitization of CRE loans is a real estate mortgage investment
conduit (“REMIC”), which allows the trust to be a pass-through entity that is not subject to tax
at the trust level. The CMBS transaction is structured and priced based on the assumption that
it will not be subject to tax with respect to its activities and is assumed to be passive; therefore,
compliance with REMIC regulations is essential.
The various bond classes issued by a trust are assigned credit ratings by two or more nationally
recognized credit rating agencies. 8 Each month, the interest received from all of the pooled
loans is paid to the investors, starting with those investors holding the highest priority bonds
(generally rated AAA), until all accrued interest on those bonds is paid. Then interest is paid to
the holders of the next priority bonds and so on. The same process is followed with principal as
payments are received. This sequential payment structure is generally referred to as a
“waterfall.” If there is a shortfall in contractual loan payments from the borrowers or if loan
collateral is liquidated and does not generate sufficient proceeds to meet payments on all bond
classes, the investors in the most subordinate bond class will incur the first-losses, with further
losses continuing up the waterfall structure.
Investors choose which CMBS bonds to purchase based on the level of credit risk/yield/duration
that they seek. Because higher priority securities have the higher priority on interest and
principal payments, they have the lowest level of potential risk and the lowest yield. The
differing payment priority and yields of the various CMBS bond classes allow investors to align
their bond purchases with their individual risk/reward profile.
The CMBS market features unique characteristics that impact the structure, processes and
transparency related to securitization.

MBA Commercial/Multifamily Quarterly Data Book, Q1 2011.
“Investment grade” ratings range from AAA/Aaa through BBB-/Baa3. Non-investment grade securities
are rated from BB+/Ba1 through B-/B3. A portion of the bonds are subordinate to the lowest rated bond
class (B-/B3) and are unrated.
7
8
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CMBS is secured by fewer, larger, heterogeneous assets which allows for thorough due
diligence and detailed disclosure.



CMBS has standardized information reporting across the industry for upfront and
ongoing disclosure of pool, loan and property information that highlights risk.



The standard CMBS package of reports (Investor Reporting Package or “IRP”) evolves
with the market. It currently includes data files, surveillance reports, templates to
ensure a standard approach to calculations and event reports. The IRP is reviewed
periodically and updated based on suggestions from industry participants.



IRP standard reporting is distributed to the investors monthly and is generally available
on servicers’, trustees’ and third-party data providers’ websites, allowing investors to
access such detailed information as: Mortgage property level net operating income and
debt service coverage ratios; most recent inspection report information; payment
records; and borrower financial statements. In all, the IRP includes four servicer data
files, ten surveillance reports/worksheets, six templates, two event reports and two
trustee files. Information available to investors ranges from payment and delinquency
information to property level financial data to watchlist reports and bond level reports.
These reports have evolved from inception in 1997 (the current version is 5.1) and are
the result of market changes. The reporting package was specifically developed in
response to the investor’s need to evaluate portfolios in a consistent and timely manner.



CMBS is generally structured with a “first loss bond” — or “B-piece” — that is
purchased predominantly by real estate investors who thoroughly review and analyze
individual real estate risk. These investors have the opportunity to review mortgage
pools on a mortgage-by-mortgage basis and reject specific mortgages excluding them
from a pool.



Flexibility is built into the CMBS structure to permit the workout of a troubled loan and
to avoid foreclosure when other options provide the highest net present value to the
bond holders.

Importantly, credit risk analysis and assessment have always been dominant features of the
CMBS market. While analysis, pricing, and trading of many other types of asset-backed
securities have often been driven by prepayment assumptions and considerations, the existence
of prepayment restrictions on the underlying commercial and multifamily mortgages has meant
that credit risk, rather than interest rate changes and other factors that affect refinancing
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volumes, have been the main focus of CMBS originators, securitizers, rating agencies, investors
and others. 9

II.

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE MORTGAGES UNDER THE DODD-FRANK ACT
A.

Statutory Framework Governing Commercial Real Estate Mortgages

Consistent with the discussion above, the Dodd-Frank Act provides specific direction —and
broad latitude — to regulators on the treatment of CRE mortgages. The Dodd-Frank Act
generally provides that "the Federal banking agencies and the Commission shall jointly prescribe
regulations to require any securitizer to retain an economic interest in a portion of the credit risk
for any asset that the securitizer, through the issuance of an asset-backed security, transfers, sells,
or conveys to a third party." 10 While many provisions of the Act are generally applicable across
asset classes, Congress directed the Agencies to consider the unique characteristics of CRE
mortgages.
Section 15G(c) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (“Exchange Act”), as amended by the DoddFrank Act, generally sets forth the "Standards for Regulations" 11 with regard to risk retention;
subparagraph (B) of section 15G(c)(1) "require[s] a securitizer to retain —
(i)

(ii)

not less than 5 percent of the credit risk for any asset —
(I)
that is not a qualified residential mortgage that is transferred, sold,
or conveyed through the issuance of an asset-backed security by the
securitizer; or
(II)
that is a qualified residential mortgage that is transferred, sold or
conveyed through the issuance of an asset-backed security by the
securitizer, if 1 or more of the assets that collateralize the assetbacked security are not qualified residential mortgages; or
less than 5 percent of the credit risk for an asset that is not a qualified
residential mortgage that is transferred, sold, or conveyed through the
issuance of an asset-backed security by the securitizer, if the originator of

During the mid-2000s, when competition among investors to purchase CMBS — and among securitizers
to issue CMBS — increased and lending and underwriting terms became more competitive, the credit
focus of the CMBS market led to the creation of "super senior" AAA CMBS securities. Super senior bonds
have higher subordination levels than are required for them to be rated AAA. Because investors are
willing to pay more (i.e., accept a lower yield) to buy these more credit-event remote bonds, this natural
market recognition and response to changing credit risks has became a regular part of the CMBS market.
10 Exchange Act § 15G(b)(1).
11 Exchange Act § 15G(c).
9
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the asset meets the underwriting standards prescribed under paragraph
(2)(B)."12
While subparagraph (B) of section 15G(c)(1) above sets forth a "5 percent of credit risk" standard,
that provision (which establishes the "qualified residential mortgage" concept) focuses primarily
on single-family residential mortgages.
Subparagraph (E) — which is devoted exclusively to risk retention in commercial mortgage
securitizations — references subparagraph (B) of section 15G(c)(1). Subparagraph (E) provides
broad authority to the Federal banking regulators and the Commission, permitting them to
“specify the permissible types, forms, and amounts of risk retention that would meet the
requirements of subparagraph (B)”13 with respect to commercial mortgages. In doing so, the
Agencies “may include . . . retention of a specified amount or percentage of the total credit risk of the
asset . . . .” 14
Two observations are clear from this statutory language. First, the regulators possess broad
latitude in determining the “specified amount or percentage of the total credit risk of the asset” in
the context of commercial mortgage securitizations.
Second, the statutory focus is “credit risk.” Intuitively, credit risk in the case of CMBS refers to
potential principal losses to bond holders associated with loan defaults. It therefore follows that
the manner in which the percentage of "credit risk" is calculated should take into account the risk
retention structure. Indeed, the Dodd-Frank Act’s legislative history directs regulators to make
appropriate adjustments to the amount of risk retention required: “The Committee expects that
these regulations will recognize differences in the assets securitized, in existing risk management
practices, and in the structure of asset-backed securities, and that the regulators will make
appropriate adjustments to the amount of risk retention required.”15
In the case of the 5 percent “vertical” risk retention slice, risk retention of 5 percent of each and
every security class issued would be required. Consequently, the “at risk” portion of the vertical
slice would be concentrated in the 5 percent share of the first-loss tranche(s). In the case of
horizontal risk retention, however, all of the 5 percent risk retention would be concentrated in the
first-loss position. Consequently, the amount of credit risk assumed by a 5 percent "vertical" slice
of each security class fundamentally differs from a 5 percent first-loss, "horizontal" position, and
accordingly, requires customized methodologies for calculating required risk retention amounts

Exchange Act § 15G(c)(1)(B).
Id. (emphases added).
14 Exchange Act § 15G(c)(1)(E)(i) (emphasis added).
15 S. Rep. No. 111-176 at 130 (2010) (emphasis added).
12
13
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— as well as under the PCCRA. Appendix B provides examples of vertical and horizontal risk
retention and their associated risk profile.
As discussed below, the manner in which the “credit risk” retained is calculated is integrally tied
to the risk retention structure adopted. We urge the Agencies to utilize the statutory flexibility for
commercial mortgages with regard to the calculation of the "amount or percentage of the total
credit risk" — for purposes of the various risk retention structures permitted and the PCCRA —
taking into account the character of the credit risk retained.
B.

Importance of Asset Class-Specific Regulation

Section 941 of the Dodd-Frank Act expressly contemplates differentiation among the
securitization of various asset classes. The Dodd-Frank Act's legislative history underscores the
asset class-specific regulation contemplated by the drafters: "The Committee believes that
implementation of risk retention obligations should recognize the differences in securitization
practices for various asset classes."16
The Federal Reserve Board, in its Report to the Congress on Risk Retention issued in October 2010,
recognized considerable heterogeneity across asset classes in securitization transactions.
Thus, consistent with the flexibility provided in the statute, the Board
recommends that rulemakers consider crafting credit risk retention requirements that
are tailored to each major class of securitized assets. Such an approach could recognize
differences in market practices and conventions, which in many instances exist for sound
reasons related to the inherent nature of the type of asset being securitized. Asset classspecific requirements could also more directly address differences in the fundamental
incentive problems characteristic of securitizations of each asset type, some of which
became evident only during the crisis. 17
Consequently, a one-size-fits-all approach to risk retention would be ill-advised, resulting in
credit curtailment in certain sectors and unintended consequences across a number of asset
classes. As the Federal Reserve Board further recommended, rulemaking authorities should:

S. Rep. No. 111-176 at 130 (2010).
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Report to the Congress on Risk Retention (Submitted to
the Congress pursuant to section 941 of the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act of 2010) (October 2010) (hereinafter, "Federal Reserve Board Risk Retention Study") at 3. Section
941(c) of the Dodd–Frank Act required the Federal Reserve Board to conduct a study and issue a report
not later than 90 days after the date of enactment on the effect of the new risk retention requirements to
be developed and implemented by the federal agencies, and of Statements of Financial Accounting
Standards Nos. 166 and 167 (FAS 166 and 167) (emphases added).
16
17
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Consider the economics of asset classes and securitization structure in designing credit
risk retention requirements. Given the degree of heterogeneity in all aspects of
securitization, a single approach to credit risk retention could curtail credit
availability in certain sectors of the securitization market. A single universal
approach would also not adequately take into consideration different forms of
credit risk retention, which may differ by asset category. Further, such an
approach is unlikely to be effective in achieving the stated aims of the statute
across a broad spectrum of asset categories where securitization practices differ
markedly. 18
Accordingly, MBA recommends that the Agencies move cautiously in developing rules that
generally apply across asset-classes. Where appropriate, the risk retention rule should be crafted
in a manner that recognizes the economics and market dynamics of the particular securitization
market. We urge the Agencies to adopt this approach as they consider the
commercial/multifamily real estate sector.

III.

PREMIUM CAPTURE CASH RESERVE ACCOUNT

The Proposed Rule was drafted, for the most part, to implement specific provisions of the
Dodd-Frank Act. The concept of the PCCRA was created on a whole-cloth basis without
specific foundation in the Act. Given the PCCRA’s potential departure from the Dodd-Frank
Act’s base risk retention level, MBA worked with its members to closely examine the PCCRA
and recommend a replacement structure that falls within the legislative intent of the DoddFrank Act, while at the same time ensuring adequate monetary value in the horizontal risk
retention slice that may be purchased by a third-party.
We discuss our opposition to the PCCRA and our replacement recommendations below. 19
A.

Regulatory Intent Underlying PCCRA

The Proposed Rule defines the PCCRA and the intent of the regulators:
Accordingly, as proposed, if a sponsor structures a securitization to monetize
excess spread on the underlying assets—which is typically effected through the
sale of interest-only tranches or premium bonds—the proposed rule would
‘‘capture’’ the premium or purchase price received on the sale of the tranches
that monetize the excess spread and require that the sponsor place such amounts
into a separate ‘‘premium capture cash reserve account.” The amount placed
18
19

Federal Reserve Board Risk Retention Study at 83-84 (emphases added).
Discussion responsive to Question 83 of Proposed Rule.
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into the premium capture cash reserve account would be separate from and in
addition to the sponsor’s base risk retention requirement under the proposal’s
menu of options, and would be used to cover losses on the underlying assets
before such losses were allocated to any other interest or account. As a likely
consequence to these proposed requirements, the Agencies expect that few, if any,
securitizations would be structured to monetize excess spread at closing and, thus,
require the establishment of a premium capture cash reserve account, which should
provide the benefits described above. 20
The Agencies appear to have designed the PCCRA in such a way that issuers would effectively
be prevented from earning any profit by selling bonds for more than their par value. Since the
IO strip is the primary mechanism for issuers to recover their overhead and hedging costs and
make a reasonable return on capital, the elimination of the IO strip would effectively eliminate
the financial incentive for issuing CMBS. MBA strongly believes that the PCCRA would
fundamentally and radically alter the incentives for creating CMBS and would result in a
dramatic downturn or stoppage of new CMBS issuance.
Through the PCCRA, the Proposed Rule appears to stigmatize profits associated with “excess
spread.” However, such profits in CMBS are a natural by-product of the securitization process,
rather than a securitization “premium” placed on securitized loans. Excess spread is created
when the total unpaid principal balance of the loans contributed to a CMBS is less than the
amount CMBS bond purchasers bid to purchase the resulting securities. This spread is created
primarily by two factors associated with securitizations:
•

Because a large number of loans are typically securitized, the loan pool typically has
geographic and/or product diversity, which provides securitized pools of loans with a
lower aggregate risk profile than individual loans.

•

The tranche structure allows the CMBS securities to be separated by risk profile, which
in turn allows them to be more efficiently priced and sold to investors that specialize in
each layer of the CMBS debt stack.

Because CMBS securitizers are in continual competition with other lending sources (banks, life
insurance companies, other securitizers, etc.), the ability of CMBS lenders to place a pricing
premium solely to generate excess spread is limited by the competitive market environment.

20

76 Fed. Reg. at 24113 (emphasis added).
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B.

Mechanics of the PCCRA

The manner in which the PCCRA would operate is described in the excerpt below from the
Proposed Rule:
Specifically, the proposal would require that a sponsor retaining credit risk
under the vertical, horizontal, L- shaped, or revolving asset master trust options
of the proposed rules establish and fund (in cash) at closing a premium capture
cash reserve account in an amount equal to the difference (if a positive amount)
between (i) the gross proceeds received by the issuing entity from the sale of ABS
interests in the issuing entity to persons other than the sponsor (net of closing
costs paid by a sponsor or the issuing entity to unaffiliated parties); and (ii) 95
percent of the par value of all ABS interests in the issuing entity issued as part of
the transaction. . . .
If the sponsor will retain (or caused to be retained) credit risk under the
representative sample, ABCP, or CMBS third-party purchaser options of the
proposed rules, the sponsor would have to fund in cash at closing a premium
capture cash reserve account in an amount equal to the difference (if a positive
amount) between (i) the gross proceeds received by the issuing entity from the
sale of ABS interests to persons other than the sponsor (net of the closing costs
described above), and (ii) 100 percent of the par value of the ABS interests in the
issuing entity issued as part of the transaction. 21
For example, for an IO strip that amounted to 2 percent over par, a PCCRA would have to be
created for this 2 percent. This 2 percent position would be held in a separate account and all
losses associated with the securitization would be first deducted from this now “super junior”
position. The funds held in the PCCRA would have a lower payment priority than the former
first-loss position held by the B-piece buyer. Essentially, any losses associated with a CMBS
would be taken directly out of the issuers' financial returns that are reflected in the 2 percent
PCCRA. 22

76 Fed. Reg. at 24113.
As a practical matter, in the context of CMBS, the PCCRA's targeting of IO tranches is simply not an
effective way to align interests. The size and duration of the interest-only securities vary from
transaction-to-transaction, as they are created in response to the difference in interest rates between loan
origination and securities issuance, differences in fixed coupons for bonds with varying ratings, and
variations in the bond investors’ appetites for discounted or premium bonds. For example, in a rising
rate environment, there is typically little excess interest remaining to create an interest-only security,
while in a falling rate environment, the securitizer must create a larger interest-only security to
accommodate investors demand for par-priced bonds. Using this cash flow (which varies significantly
21
22
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MBA notes that in addition to providing the economic incentive to initiate a securitization, the
funds targeted by the PCCRA also must pay for staff salaries, office overhead, and any other
expenses not directly attributable to the securitization. They also represent the positive return
on a successful securitization that must necessarily cover losses on unsuccessful securitizations.
The PCCRA would lock-out issuers from any potential profits until the maturity date of each
tranche. Looking at this on a present value basis, any profit potential from the PCCRA would
be greatly reduced, even assuming perfect performance for every loan underlying a CMBS.
However, even for well underwritten CMBS loans, a certain number of defaults are expected to
occur for a variety of reasons, such as declining economic conditions or changing borrower
circumstances. Because the PCCRA would place the issuer’s profits on CMBS in a first-loss
position, through the normal course of some loan defaults, the issuer’s financial incentive to
engage in the securitization would be greatly reduced or eliminated.
In addition to the fundamental flaws of the PCCRA discussed above, for bank issuers of CMBS,
the following issues also come into play:
•
•
•

The potential consolidation of the entire CMBS on the balance sheet.
Unfavorable risk-based capital treatment of 100 percent for the first-loss position.
Tensions with bank safety and soundness regulatory principles.

As proposed, the PCCRA would remove the financial incentive to issue CMBS and would
eliminate CMBS as a potential source of permanent mortgage capital for commercial mortgage
borrowers. At an April 2011 hearing, Chairman Scott Garrett raised the following concern
about the PCRRA:
There are many other very important issues that members need to learn more
about today like the specific underwriting standards proposed for the Qualified
Residential Mortgage (QRM), how private mortgage insurance should factor in
to that criteria, and the “premium capture cash reserve accounts” requirement and its
possible tremendous negative effect on the residential and commercial securitization
markets. 23

among transactions in response to market demand) as a form of risk retention by securitizers is
impractical and would do little to align the interests of securitization sponsors with investors.
23 On April 14, 2011, Chairman Scott Garrett (R-NJ) of the House Financial Services Subcommittee on
Capital Markets and Government-Sponsored Enterprises conducted a Subcommittee hearing on
“Understanding the Implications and Consequences of the Proposed Rule on Risk Retention." (emphasis
added).
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The CRE finance industry echoes the concern raised by Chairman Garrett. Consequently, MBA
strongly opposes the PCCRA.
Even if the market attempted to respond to the PCCRA by directing the interest due to the IO
strip containing the excess spread to the AAA CMBS tranche, it would still provide significant
challenges to the CMBS business model. First, issuers that relied on excess spread to fund their
operations would be required to wait three to four years, when the first tranches of CMBS begin
to pay off, before receiving the initial payments of their excess spread. 24 These same issuers,
however, would be required to pay any losses associated with CMBS issuance immediately.
Consequently, even with this modification to the PCCRA, CMBS issuers would still not be able
to offset the losses associated with the issuance of one CMBS with the gains from another CMBS
issuance, which could place some issuers in a precarious cash flow position.
Second, because excess spread would be paid back over time starting in year three or four and
continue to year 10 of a CMBS issuance, the present value of these payments would be
significantly less than if they were taken up front even if the tranche experienced no credit
losses. MBA is concerned that either singularly or in tandem these challenges will result in
fewer CMBS lenders and a less competitive and robust CRE lending environment.
Finally, as previously mentioned, the lack of specific authorization for the PCCRA in DoddFrank Act and the stifling impact it would have on securitization bring into doubt whether the
PCCRA is consistent with the legislative intent of the Dodd-Frank Act. MBA members that are
CMBS issuers and investors agree that the PCCRA would seriously jeopardize the flow of
capital to the CRE sector because it would greatly curtail or stop new CMBS issuance.
C.

PCCRA and Risk Retention Calculation Methodologies

To address the goals of the PCCRA, MBA anticipates regulators will look to calculate the
amount of risk retention as 5 percent of net proceeds. This approach has merit in the context of
vertical risk retention, because it ensures that five percent of the economic value of the total
credit risk of the underlying securities is retained. This methodology for the vertical slice, in
our view, would obviate the need for the PCCRA. (Further discussion on vertical risk retention
is presented in the Risk Retention Structures section below.)
This approach, however, becomes unworkable in relation to a horizontal risk retention position.
Because first-loss positions sell at a discount to par, typically 40 percent to 50 percent of par, the
B-piece of a CMBS issue is typically configured to equal 5 percent of par, equating to 2 percent
CMBS are comprised of loans with different planned and actual maturity dates, allowing for different
CMBS tranches to have different expected lives. Loan maturities ranging from 3 or 4 to 10 years coupled
with defaults, repayments and other factors all affect the expected lives.

24
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to 3 percent of net proceeds. Because buyers of the most subordinate class are exposed to all of
the losses of the underlying mortgage loans and even well-underwritten loans inevitably
experience losses, they typically require investment yields significantly higher than the net
weighted average coupon on the loan pool. These higher yields cause the underlying securities
to be sold at discount to par. Consequently, requiring a B-piece buyer to purchase 5 percent of
net proceeds would push them into BBB- or even BBB bonds as well — levels that would easily
exceed 5 percent of the total credit risk of the entire issue. (Additional discussion on horizontal
risk retention is presented in the Forms of Risk Retention Section below.) 25
Even with the elimination of the PCCRA, setting the horizontal, first-loss purchaser risk
retention requirement at 5 percent of net proceeds (gross proceeds – expenses) would be highly
disruptive to the CMBS market and would effectively nullify the statutory language offered by
Senator Mike Crapo (“Crapo Amendment”) to the Dodd-Frank Act that allows the first-loss
purchaser to assume the risk retention role under certain conditions. 26
The MBA strongly recommends that the PCCRA be eliminated and replaced with the following
risk retention methodologies.
D.

MBA’s Recommendations to Replace the PCCRA

MBA recommends that the PCCRA be eliminated. The Agencies, in our view, can accomplish
the policy objectives of risk retention — without undermining the economic incentive to engage
in a securitization transaction — by adopting the following methodologies to calculate the risk
retained by the sponsor or third-party purchaser.
For the Vertical Slice, we believe net sale proceeds multiplied by 5 percent would be the
appropriate methodology. This is consistent with the Dodd-Frank Act of requiring 5 percent
risk retention because 5 percent of each CMBS tranche would be required to be purchased. 27
For the Horizontal Slice, we believe the methodology should be based on the par value
(defined as the par values of the securities which for REMIC purposes equates to the unpaid
principal balance of the loans securitized) multiplied by 5 percent, and that the net weighted
average coupon (“WAC”) of the qualifying horizontal slice be no less than that of the entire
pool. 28
MBA notes that because CMBS is required to be structured so that the cumulative value of the loans
must equal the par value of the CMBS, unlike some other forms of ABS, overcollateralization cannot be
used to create excess spread for CMBS. However, CMBS benefits from low-prepayment risk due to
prepayment exclusions or penalties.
26 Responsive to Questions 12a and 22 in Proposed Rule.
27 Paragraph responsive to Questions 22, 23a and 83 in Proposed Rule.
28 Responsive to Questions 22, 23a, 29a,b and 83 in Proposed Rule.
25
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For the horizontal risk retention purchaser, allowing risk retention to be calculated based upon
5 percent of the par value allows for the first-loss position to be appropriately sized. Such an
approach ensures that B-piece buyers absorb the risks associated with 5 percent of the
outstanding principal balance and would allow B-piece buyers to focus on the portion of the
capital stack in which they are most familiar and have the greatest analytical expertise. Under
this approach, five percent of the par value would be consistent with the Dodd-Frank Act’s
requirement for risk retention to be set at “not less than five percent of credit risk.”
Requiring the coupon of the qualifying horizontal slice to be no less than the net WAC
addresses a major concern of the Agencies. In the Proposed Rule, the Agencies have expressed
strong concerns that the first-loss CMBS tranche can be “structured” in a manner in which little
to no sale proceeds would be associated with the first-loss position. By requiring the first-loss
position to have a coupon that can be no less than the net WAC, the ability of the issuer to
transfer proceeds from the first-loss position to an IO is limited.
The statutory framework governing risk retention unambiguously provides the Agencies with
the authority to adopt this approach. As discussed above, the Dodd-Frank Act requires the
Agencies to "specify the permissible types, forms, and amounts of risk retention that would meet
the requirements of subparagraph(B)" 29 with respect to commercial mortgages and, in doing so,
the Agencies "may include — retention of a specified amount or percentage of the total credit risk of
the asset . . . ." 30 Likewise, relevant legislative history underscores the importance of regulatory
adjustments to the amount of risk retention required: “The Committee expects that these
regulations will recognize differences in the assets securitized, in existing risk management
practices, and in the structure of asset-backed securities, and that the regulators will make
appropriate adjustments to the amount of risk retention required.”31
Establishing tailored calculation methodologies consistent with the extent and character of the
credit risk retained — that both obviates the need for the PCCRA and meets the core risk
retention requirement — falls squarely within the regulatory authority provided by Congress.
Indeed, the Proposed Rule already recognizes different forms of credit risk retained through its
differential treatment for vertical risk retention (“not less than five percent of each class of ABS
interests”) versus horizontal risk retention (“at least five percent of the par value of all ABS
interests”). 32

Id. (emphases added).
Section 15G(c)(1)(E)(i) (emphasis added).
31 S. Rep. No. 111-176 at 130 (2010) (emphasis added).
32 Proposed Rule §§ __.4, .5, 76 Fed. Reg. at 24158-59.
29
30
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The Agencies should adopt a similar tailored approach with respect to the PCCRA and its
inapplicability to CMBS. We believe that these refinements strike the appropriate balance
between requiring the first-loss purchaser to maintain a substantial financial interest in the
CMBS with the ability to size the first-loss position appropriately. The adoption of the
horizontal and vertical risk retention methodologies proposed above would eliminate the need
for the PCCRA.

IV.

RISK RETENTION STRUCTURES

MBA applauds the Agencies for providing flexibility through allowing various optional forms
of risk retention. The Agencies’ “menu of options” approach in the Proposed Rule offers a
variety of structures through which securitizers and other market participants can meet the risk
retention requirements. This menu includes: vertical, horizontal, L-shaped, revolving asset
master trust, representative sample, and asset-backed commercial paper conduits.
Flexibility and optionality — including the availability of a broad range of risk retention
structures — is critical to a well-functioning CMBS market, given that different forms of risk
retention would accommodate varying business models, accounting treatments and regulatory
capital requirements. This, in turn, would attract a broad range of market participants to
support a liquid and vibrant CMBS market. Conversely, an overly stringent and prescriptive
rule would stifle well-designed securitization transactions and restrict market participation to a
limited number of institutions. 33 In this regard, we underscore the Federal Reserve Board's
recommendation on the risk retention rulemaking to: “Consider the potential effect of credit
risk retention requirements on the capacity of smaller market participants to comply and
remain active in the securitization market.” 34
Such flexibility would be consistent with international risk retention regimes such as Article
122a of the Capital Requirements Directive (“Article 122a”) that was implemented on January 1,
2011 by the European Banking Authority and applies to 30 countries. 35 Article 122a allows
issuers to choose between four risk retention options that include the vertical and horizontal
risk retention slices. Other options include placing on a random basis loans from a
securitization on the issuer’s balance sheet and “originator interest” for revolving
securitizations. For multinational firms, the flexibility afforded by the risk retention regime will

Discussion is responsive to Questions 13 and 14 in Proposed Rule.
Federal Reserve Board Risk Retention Study at 84.
35 Implementation Guidance for Article 122a was provided in Guidelines to Article 122a for the Capital
Requirements Directive, Committee of European Banking Supervisors, December 31, 2010. On January 1,
2011, the European Banking Authority (EBA) took over all existing and ongoing tasks and responsibilities
from the Committee of European Banking Supervisors. The EBA has 27 voting members and 3 non
voting members.
33
34
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allow them to harmonize their U.S. risk retention compliance efforts with their operations in
European Union jurisdictions.
MBA also notes that a broad number of optional risk retention structures would allow the
market, over time, to identify structures that provide a better execution, consistent with
governing risk retention requirements. We believe that in the context of risk retention, markets
will tend to gravitate toward executions that provide greater transparency and efficiencies, at a
lower cost to participants. The market will differentiate simple-to-understand, transparent
structures that work well under capital, accounting and other governing regimes. The
flexibility provided by the optional menu approach is absolutely necessary to support this
outcome, given the policy objective of establishing a deep, liquid market (with a diverse range
of market participants) and the fact that, ultimately, only experience will demonstrate which
structures are more favorable than others.
The Proposed Rule sets forth a number of risk retention structures which sponsors (and other
parties) can utilize to meet the risk retention requirements under the Dodd-Frank Act. MBA
strongly supports the “menu of options” approach in the Proposed Rule. Our specific
comments, including additional recommended structures, are discussed below.
A.

Vertical Risk Retention Option

MBA supports a 5 percent vertical slice as an optional mechanism for retaining necessary
economic risk, among a number of different forms of risk retention and risk allocation that
provide flexibility for market participants. 36 The Proposed Rule, however, should provide
additional flexibility within the 5 percent vertical structure in a manner that would refrain from
elevating form over substance. So long as the risk retained is equivalent to “an economic
interest of at least 5 percent of the aggregate credit risk of the assets collateralizing an issuance
of” 37 the CMBS, the sponsor should be permitted to satisfy the 5 percent vertical retention
requirement.
In addition to the vertical risk retention structure described in the Proposed Rule, MBA strongly
recommends that the Agencies adopt the following structures as optional forms of vertical risk
retention:
•

A single, separate security collateralized by the same pool of assets and receiving the
same principal and interest allocation as if the security were held as multiple pari passu

Our support here of the 5 percent vertical slice as a risk retention option is consistent with MBA policy
and guiding principles. See MBA Letter, dated Dec. 22, 2010. Responsive to Question 16 in Proposed
Rule.
37 76 Fed. Reg. at 24099.
36
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interests in each security class. This structure would result in the sponsor retaining the
same credit risk as the traditional vertical slice, but with the use of a single security, it
would provide simplification from an operational and asset management perspective. 38
•

A participation (seller’s) interest in the assets of the pool equivalent to 5 percent of the
risk of each security class. Under this option, the sponsor would own a 5 percent pari
passu interest in each loan or in the pool of loans held outside of the securitization trust.
This risk retention structure would be attractive to certain segments of sponsors,
including many commercial banks, because of their existing infrastructure to share risk
on a pari passu basis and their favorable capital treatment for whole loan positions. 39

These structures, we submit, reflect risk retention that is equivalent to or greater than that
retained through a vertical slice. Allowing these structures would expand the types of
institutions that participate in the market while accommodating varying business model, capital
and accounting considerations.
B.

Horizontal Risk Retention Option

The Proposed Rule permits a sponsor to meet its risk retention obligations through an eligible
horizontal interest in the issuing entity in an amount that is equal to at least 5 percent of the par
value of all ABS interests in the issuing entity. This approach would “expose the sponsor to a
five percent first-loss exposure to the credit risk of the entire pool of securitized assets.” 40
We strongly support the availability of a horizontal risk retention structure as an option. We
reiterate, however, that the manner in which the five percent risk is calculated is critical to the
viability of this risk retention structure, as we discuss in the Premium Capture Cash Reserve
section above with regard to the role of the B-piece purchaser in assuming horizontal risk
retention. MBA also recommends additional flexibility regarding the manner in which
horizontal retention is achieved. For example, more than one party (or a joint venture) should
be permitted to assume horizontal risk, so long as the sum of the risk retained is equivalent to 5
percent or more. MBA therefore recommends the availability of multiple "eligible risk retention
classes." 41

Paragraph responsive to Question 19a,b in Proposed Rule
Paragraph responsive to Question 19a,b in Proposed Rule
40 76 Fed. Reg. at 24102.
41 We note, however, that only one Operating Advisor, in the role we recommend below, would be
required. Paragraph responsive to Question 16 in Proposed Rule.
38
39
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C.

L-Shaped Retention Option

The Proposed Rule allows a sponsor to use an equal combination of vertical and horizontal risk
retention as a means of retaining the required 5 percent exposure to the credit risk of the
securitized assets. We support the availability of the L-Shaped structure as an option, but
request additional flexibility. The rule, for instance, should avoid specifying that the vertical
and horizontal components must be equal. We believe that the risk retention rule should be
indifferent regarding the amount of vertical versus horizontal retention, so long as overall risk
retention is equivalent to 5 percent or more of the credit risk. Sponsors also should be
permitted to achieve the L-Shaped retention requirement utilizing all of the structures we
recommend under the vertical and horizontal retention options. 42
We also recommend that the rule allow a combination vertical and horizontal retention
structure. Under this approach, a securitizer could hold a progressively larger portion of a
security as one goes down the capital stack. The portion of risk retained of a given class must
not exceed the portion retained of any class that has a lower repayment priority. 43 We would be
pleased to discuss this and other structures that would provide additional flexibility to market
participants.
D.

Seller’s Interest in Revolving Asset Master Trusts Option

The Proposed Rule allows sponsors to hold a “seller’s interest” that is pari passu with the
investors’ interest in the assets underlying the securities. We believe that this option should not
be limited to revolving asset master trusts. CMBS, which involve static pools of collateral,
should be eligible for this form of risk retention. We see no reason why this structure should be
restricted to revolving trusts. The structure could function in a manner similar to the vertical
risk retention structure option recommended above, where the risk retention interest is held
outside of the securitization trust. 44
E.

Representative Sample Option

MBA appreciates the availability of a representative sample approach to risk retention. As
proposed, however, the structure would not be available for commercial mortgage
securitizations in light of the requirement that the designated pool must contain at least 1,000
assets. CMBS pools, which have a smaller number of larger loans, would not meet this

Paragraph responsive to Questions 16 and 40a in Proposed Rule.
Responsive to Question 19a in Proposed Rule.
44 Paragraph responsive to Questions 16 and 46 in Proposed Rule.
42
43
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requirement. We therefore recommend that the representative sample option be amended to
make it available for CMBS sponsors. 45
Consistent with our recommendations above, we believe that the pari passu retention structure
discussed above — whether as a variation of the vertical slice, “seller’s interest” or the
representative sample option — should be a permissible risk retention structure. The sponsor
would own a 5 percent pari passu interest in each loan or in the pool of loans held outside of the
securitization trust. This approach would effectively represent a 100 percent “representative
sample” in the underlying assets of the securities. 46
F.

Additional Risk Retention Structure Options

MBA believes that the rule should permit risk retention through contractual risk retention
among counterparties, to the extent that the party retaining the risk is financially positioned to
support those representations. While this form of risk retention is not "funded" in the
traditional sense, loss-sharing agreements, for example, can be an effective form of risk
retention and functionally serve the same purpose as vertical risk retention. 47 One approach
that the Agencies should consider is allowing this form of risk retention for entities subject to
regulatory capital requirements.
In addition, Government-Sponsored Enterprises’ (“GSEs”) executions in the multifamily finance
sector are an example of this type of approach. For many years, the GSEs have been
securitizing multifamily mortgages using structures which contain various forms of risk
retention, including guarantees and structured credit enhancement. Fannie Mae through its
Delegated Underwriting & Servicing Program (“DUS”) 48 and Freddie Mac through its Program
Plus Seller/Servicers and Multifamily K Certificates 49 have been utilizing securitization
structures to provide liquidity to the multifamily housing market. The GSEs have imposed
various standards to backstop their counterparty risk under these programs. 50

Paragraph responsive to Questions 14a, 16, 47 and 49 in Proposed Rule.
Paragraph responsive to Question 19a in Proposed Rule.
47 Responsive to Question 19a in Proposed Rule.
48 See, e.g., http://www.fanniemae.com/mbs/mbsmultifamily/dusmbs.jhtml?p=MortgageBacked+Securities&s=Basics+of+Multifamily+MBS&t=DUS+MBS.
49 See, e.g., http://www.freddiemac.com/mbs/html/product/kcerts.html.
50 For example, “DUS” lenders approved by Fannie Mae must meet applicable guidelines, including the
sharing of risk with Fannie Mae on any of the loans they originate and sell. This risk sharing obligation is
secured by the full credit of the lending entity, the value of all of its assets and servicing portfolio, and by
a liquidity reserve held in a bank acceptable to Fannie Mae (typically in the form of cash or letter of
credit). This liquidity reserve is required to be increased over time as the lender's risk sharing portfolio
increases.
45
46
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It should be noted that the multifamily businesses at both Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have
experienced superior credit performance (well below 1 percent default rate) during the recent
downturn. We recommend that structures substantially similar to these be permitted forms of
risk retention, enabling other institutions to utilize them as well. 51
G.

Risk Retention Calculation Methodologies and "Originator" Definition

When addressing risk retention, the Dodd-Frank Act provided for the standard amount of risk
retention to be “not less 5 percent for of the credit risk for any asset” and for CMBS, the
Agencies could specify an “amount or percentage of the total credit risk of the asset.” The
methodology by which “an economic interest of at least 5 percent of the aggregate credit risk of
the assets collateralizing an issuance of” 52 CMBS is calculated is critically important.
As discussed in the context of the PCCRA, we recommend that the following methodologies
satisfy the Dodd-Frank Act's risk retention requirement (and replace the PCCRA): For the
vertical risk retention, net sale proceeds multiplied by 5 percent; for horizontal risk retention,
the par value (defined as the par values of the securities, which for REMIC purposes equates to
the unpaid principal balance of the loans securitized) multiplied by 5 percent, and that the net
weighted average coupon (“WAC”) of the qualifying horizontal slice be no less than that of the
entire pool.
We urge the Agencies to incorporate these methodologies in the final rule. Additionally, we
urge that each of the other proposed risk retention options specify the methodology for
calculating the amount of retention.
Finally, the Proposed Rule defines "originator" as the person that "creates" a loan or other
receivable. 53 MBA, consistent with discussions with officials from the Agencies, does not
interpret this term to cover mortgage bankers who do not fund loans or are not part of the
lending decision — as they do not "create" the loans. We will rely on this straightforward
interpretation of this definition, unless the Agencies determine otherwise.

V.

DURATION, TRANSFER AND HEDGING OF CREDIT RISK 54

While alignment of interests is at the heart of risk retention, we believe that risk retention on the
part of sponsors, B-piece buyers or other permissible parties need not be for the life of the
securities or loans underlying the transaction in order to accomplish public policy objectives.
Paragraph responsive to Question 19a in Proposed Rule.
76 Fed. Reg. at 24099.
53 § __.2 Definitions, 76 Fed. Reg. at 24157.
54 Discussion responsive to Question 102a,b in Proposed Rule.
51
52
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Alternatives should be considered based on the collateral-level transparency that exists in the
CMBS market.
The statutory basis for a duration period that is less than the life of the securities is clear: The
Dodd-Frank Act provides that, “The regulations prescribed under subsection (b) shall . . .
specify . . . (ii) the minimum duration of the risk retention required under this section . . . .” 55
Congress, in our view, both directed the Agencies to develop a minimum duration period for
risk retention and clearly contemplated the possibility of a minimum holding period that is
short of the life of the securities. We urge the Agencies to provide guidance to this effect for
commercial mortgages.
The CMBS market provides extensive and robust transparency with regard to the performance
of the underlying loans. Loan-level performance data and other information are available from
multiple sources including, but not limited to, servicer and trustee investor reporting sites,
rating agencies and independent data providers (e.g., TREPP, Intex, Bloomberg and others).
Such transparency of information in CMBS allows investors the opportunity to determine loan
performance and identify loans or securitizations that are not performing as expected.
Much of the data used in underwriting commercial and multifamily mortgages are updated
throughout the life of the loan. Properties are physically inspected and operating statements
are collected (generally quarterly), “spread” into a common form and format, and analyzed.
The debt service coverage ratio is calculated based on updated operating statements. This
information, as well as the payment records of the loans and other information, is made readily
available to investors through mortgage servicers, security trustees and numerous third-parties,
including data aggregators, investment bank analysts and other market participants. The
“watchlist” report alone contains 29 specified events that require reporting. The result is that
investors are able to track the actual performance of individual loans — and the properties that
back them — relative to the conditions and assumptions at underwriting.
In addition, the Investor Reporting Package (“IRP”) 56 sets forth protocols for reports, data files
and templates that provide investors the ability to monitor bond, loan and property
performance. The IRP also sets the standard for analysis of operating statements, identification
of deteriorating loans and provides surveillance information through reports such as the
watchlist and REO status. Reports provided to investors evolve with the market — IRP version
5.1 was released in December 2010 and includes the following:

§ 15G(c)(1)(C)(ii) (emphasis added).
The Investor Reporting Package provides standards for the post-securitization monitoring of the
underlying performance of the collateral.
55
56
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Report Type

Name

Frequency

Surveillance
Surveillance
Surveillance
Surveillance

Watch List Report
Delinquent Loan Status Report
REO Status Report
Historical Modification & Corrected Loan
Report
Comparative Financial Status Report
Loan Level Reserve/LOC Report
Advance Recovery Report
Total Loan Report
Operating Statement Analysis Report
NOI Adjustment Worksheet
Loan Set-Up
Loan Periodic Update
Property File
Financial File
Bond Level File
Collateral Summary File
Appraisal Reduction Template
Servicer Realized Loss Template
Reconciliation of Funds
Historical Liquidation Loss
Historical Bond/Collateral Realized Loss
Reconciliation
Interest Shortfall Reconciliation
Significant Insurance Report

Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

Surveillance
Surveillance
Surveillance
Surveillance
Surveillance
Surveillance
Servicer Data File
Servicer Data File
Servicer Data File
Servicer Data File
Trustee Files
Trustee Files
Servicer Template
Servicer Template
Trustee Template
Trustee Template
Trustee Template
Trustee Template
Event Report

Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Securitization
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
As necessary
As necessary
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
As necessary

Should a property that collateralizes a commercial mortgage not supply sufficient net operating
income to meet its debt service, its revenue not match that of underwriting, its expenses exceed
those underwritten, or there be physical needs at the property that were not identified in the
underwriting, the transparency of the CMBS market allows investors to know within just a few
quarters.
Consequently, the Agencies should consider alternatives that reduce the duration of risk
retention. A three-year duration term, for instance, would provide all participants in a
securitization sufficient time to determine quality of underwriting, given that differences from
actual property performance would become visible through the data reported each quarter, and
clearly within a couple of years of origination. After this period, a sponsor who wishes to
transfer the risk (or hedge its risk) would see any deficient underwriting or other performance
factors reflected in the price of the interest the sponsor wishes to sell (or the price of the hedge
position). 57
57

Paragraph responsive to Question 102a,b in Proposed Rule.
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Accordingly, MBA recommends the following approach to determine the required duration
period for the retained risk:
•

All risk retention holders, including issuers, originators, and first-loss third-party (Bpiece) purchasers, must hold the risk retention position for a minimum of three years.
(As discussed below, where a third-party purchaser assumes the risk retention position,
the party that subsequently assumes the position after the applicable period should be a
qualified transferee.)

•

At or prior to the issuance of CMBS, the sponsor or holder of the risk retention position
must make a declaration — through disclosure to investors — regarding the length of
the holding period, whether the minimum three years or a longer period.

The latter disclosure is designed to encourage the market to consider the holding period in
pricing the issuance based on the confidence of the sponsor in the pool’s assets. This approach,
coupled with a three-year "floor" holding period, would incentivize sponsors to consider a
longer risk retention period. We urge the Agencies adopt this proposal, which, we believe,
would align the interests of investors with the securitizer, while encouraging market-driven
outcomes.58

VI.

THIRD-PARTY PURCHASERS IN RISK RETENTION ROLE
A.

Role of B-Piece Buyers

MBA appreciates the Agencies' recognition of the unique characteristics of the CMBS market in
the Proposed Rule that allows for ‘‘retention of the first-loss position by a third-party purchaser
that specifically negotiates for the purchase of such first loss position, holds adequate financial
resources to back losses, provides due diligence on all individual assets in the pool before the
issuance of the asset-backed securities, meets the same standards for risk retention as the
Federal banking agencies and the Commission require of the securitizer.” 59
The Proposed Rule recognizes that the allocation of a first-loss position to a third-party
purchaser or “B-piece” buyer has been common practice in CMBS transactions. This practice
has been instrumental in enhancing the attractiveness of CMBS as a viable fixed-income
investment. B-piece buyers are typically experienced and sophisticated investors and have
extensive expertise in negotiating and restructuring CRE loans and properties. The B-piece
58
59

Paragraph responsive to Question 102a,b in Proposed Rule.
Exchange Act § 15G(c)(1)(E).
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buyer specifically negotiates for the purchase of the first-loss component of a transaction.
Because of the inherent risk of their first-loss position, B-piece buyers conduct their own
extensive due diligence and re-underwriting of the loans in a pool prior to securities issuance.
The level of due diligence is determined by the B-piece buyer based on the particular loans in
the pool. As a condition of purchasing the first-loss position, B-piece buyers routinely question
and even reject loans that are unsatisfactory from a credit perspective. 60
MBA believes that certain aspects of the Proposed Rule would create significant disincentives
for the use of the third-party retention option, where the B-piece buyer serves the risk retention
role. The absence of these investors or their limited presence would have a detrimental effect
on the CMBS market, the availability of credit and borrowing costs. This, in effect, would
undermine the intent behind the “third-party purchaser” statutory provisions in the DoddFrank Act. 61
The risk retention rule, therefore, should be crafted in a manner that provides sufficient
incentives for B-piece buyers to serve as holders of risk retention under the rule, while
recognizing and supporting the interests of senior and all other investors in the CMBS. MBA’s
recommendations are as follows.
B.

Operating Advisor 62

The Proposed Rule requires that an independent Operating Advisor be appointed where the
risk retention requirements are met by a third-party purchaser who retains the risk and has
control rights (itself or through an affiliate) that are not collectively shared with all other classes
of bondholders (such as special servicing rights). Under the Proposed Rule, the Operating
Advisor must be consulted on all major special servicing decisions, such as loan modifications,
loan waivers, loan extensions and/or property foreclosures, and sales or acquisitions. The
Operating Advisor would have the ability to recommend removal and replacement of the
special servicer if it determines, in its sole discretion, that the special servicer has failed to
comply with the servicing standard provided in the applicable transaction documents and that
such replacement is in the best interest of investors as a collective whole. Only a majority vote
of each class of bondholder could prevent or "veto" the removal and replacement of the special
servicer.
While MBA recognizes the reasons for including an independent party to balance certain
conflicts among the first-loss and other investor classes, we have strong concerns about the
Operating Advisor role as set forth in the Proposed Rule and recommend an alternative
Paragraph responsive to Question 68a,b in Proposed Rule.
Exchange Act § 15G(c)(1)(E).
62 Discussion responsive to Question 74 in Proposed Rule.
60
61
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framework governing its role and that of the special servicer. MBA recommends the following
proposal that is designed to:
•

Strengthen disclosures on the activities of special servicers — and the accessibility of
such information — to inform all CMBS investors of information related to
nonperforming loans when such information can be disclosed,

•

Require that the PSA or other governing document set forth a mechanism to address
possible noncompliance by the special servicer, and

•

Specify a targeted role for Operating Advisors, consistent with current market practice.

First, the Rule should require enhanced disclosure by a special servicer (affiliated with the risk
retention requirement-satisfying B-piece buyer) of relevant information in one consolidated
place. The Rule should require that the PSA or other governing documents require access to
information about completed workouts and other publicly-available information about the
special servicer’s activities be made available with a third-party source that is independent of
the B-piece buyer/special servicer, consistent with applicable securities disclosure laws. A
website maintained by the trustee or certificate administrator (e.g., investor Q&A websites)
could serve as this comprehensive resource that enables investors to access information to
evaluate the activities of the special servicer and whether the servicing standard is being met.
Second, the Rule should require that the PSA or other governing document set forth a dispute
resolution mechanism available for investors, including the ability of investors to demand an
investigation of possible noncompliance by the special servicer upon request from a specified
percentage of certificate-holders. The PSA would be required to specify how the costs of
resulting investigations would be borne and that such investigations would be performed by
independent parties.
Third, we believe that the Operating Advisor’s role should begin when a change in control event
occurs through the application of appraisal reductions and realized losses to a level specified in
the PSA. The Operating Advisor’s role would be that of oversight, serving as a watchdog and
playing a monitoring role, and to investigate claims of special servicer noncompliance initiated
by a specified percentage of certificate-holders. Following the change in control event, the
Operating Advisor would engage in substantive, periodic reviews of the special servicer, the
details of which could be specified in the PSA, and provide its findings on a regular basis to
CMBS investors and the sponsor and the servicers. Any pattern or practice of acting in a
manner contrary to all of the investors' interests would be highlighted in such reports. The
Operating Advisor would have the authority to impose penalties and remedies, as set forth in
the PSA, if the Operating Advisor determines that a special servicer has breached the PSA's
terms.
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Conversely, the Operating Advisor would not possess veto or decision making authority as it
relates to decisions or actions of the special servicer. We also do not believe that "consultation"
with the Operating Advisor with regard to "any major decision in connection with the special
servicing of the securitized assets" 63 is necessary. The ambiguities and practical difficulties in
determining the meaning of "consult," "major decision," and the manner in which disputes
among the parties would be resolved would lead to "bottleneck" inefficiencies, second-guessing
of special servicing decisions, and likely increase servicing (and ultimately, borrowing) costs —
all of which would be contrary to the interests of CMBS investors.
Nor do we believe that an Operating Advisor should possess unilateral "authority to
recommend that a special servicer that is, or is affiliated with, a third party purchaser be
replaced by a successor special servicer if the Operating Advisor determines, in its sole discretion
exercised in good faith" that the special servicer is not acting in accordance with the servicing
standard unless "a majority of each class of ABS interests in the issuing entity eligible to vote on
the matter votes to retain the special servicer." 64 Beyond the blunt character of this instrument,
we believe that the removal of a special servicer, taking into account the recommendation of the
Operating Advisor, should be initiated by the investors themselves (rather than simply
providing investors veto authority, as the Proposed Rule contemplates). The Operating
Advisor should function as an "advisor" to certificateholders — rather than as a decisionmaker
with extraordinary remedial authority.
Finally, we ask for clarification regarding the qualifications of an Operating Advisor, other than
the requirement that it be independent. The Proposed Rule also does not provide conditions for
its appointment, removal or replacement. Clarity on these and other aspects of the Operating
Advisor are important; we would appreciate the opportunity to work with the Agencies to
develop these requirements.
C.

Hedging, Transfer and Financing

The Proposed Rule requires that the third-party purchaser of the retained interest hold the
investment for the life of the securities, and imposes a permanent restriction on the sale or
transfer of retained risk (with some exceptions). We believe that the risk retention rule should
permit B-piece buyers (or other parties holding the risk retention interest) to transfer the interest
after a certain period of time to other “qualified B-piece buyers.” The potential duration of risk
retention — whether on the part of a sponsor or B-piece buyer — is discussed above. As

63
64

§__.10(a)(4)(iii)(B), 76 Fed. Reg. at 24161.
§__.10(a)(4)(iii)(D), (E), 76 Fed. Reg. at 24161 (emphasis added).
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indicated in the Duration/Hold Period discussion above, all forms and holders of risk retention
should be subject to the same risk retention duration period. 65
The Proposed Rule also prohibits hedging of the credit risk associated with the retained
securitized assets. While the volatility of a first-loss B-piece investment makes it difficult to
hedge credit risk, we do not believe that the hedging prohibition is appropriate for B-piece
buyers. Like other prudent investors, B-piece buyers should be permitted to manage their
investments, which include the ability to hedge exposure using all available market tools. We
believe that this restriction, coupled with the proposed unlimited holding period, could make Bpiece investments extremely unattractive. 66
The Proposed Rule prohibits direct or indirect financing of the retained interest from any other
person that is a party to the securitization transaction (including, but not limited to, the sponsor,
depositor, or an unaffiliated servicer). MBA does not agree that a blanket prohibition against
direct or indirect financing is appropriate for B-piece buyers. B-piece buyers, like other
investors, should have some flexibility to pursue financing from a willing lender.
At the same time, market participants recognize the negative effect that excessive financing via
CDO issuance historically had on market discipline and, in turn, the quality of CMBS loan
underwriting. Thus, while MBA believes that some financing of risk retention positions should
be allowed, limits should be imposed to prevent the party holding risk retention from
economically transferring risk to non-qualified parties. MBA, therefore, recommends allowing
third-party purchasers to use some financing to fund its purchase of B-piece interests within
regulatory-determined parameters. Prohibiting all such financing would reduce the number of
third-party purchasers willing to assume the risk retention role and increase the cost of
securitization (and ultimately, the cost to borrowers). MBA also recommends that no
distinction be made between the sponsor's ability to finance its risk retention interest compared
to third-party purchasers. MBA acknowledges that regulators will likely require that such
financing be provided on a recourse basis.
D.

Disclosures

MBA believes that there should be a safe harbor for the types of information about the B-piece
buyer that must be disclosed. Requiring “disclosure of any other information regarding the
third-party purchaser that is material to investors” is overbroad. 67

Paragraph responsive to Question 102a,b in Proposed Rule.
Paragraph responsive to Questions 70, 97, 102a,b and 105 in Proposed Rule.
67 Responsive to Questions 73a,b and 77 in the Proposed Rule.
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We do not believe that disclosure of the actual purchase price paid by the third-party purchaser
is necessary. Discounts vary based on a number of market conditions that are unrelated to asset
quality. As an alternative, the issuer or third-party purchaser could provide a contractual
representation or declaration to investors that the purchase price paid for an eligible horizontal
residual interest was adequate to fulfill applicable regulatory requirements. 68
In addition, MBA does not believe disclosure of the financial resources of the third-party
purchaser is necessary or relevant. Purchase by the third-party investor of the eligible
horizontal residual interest with cash, whether financed or not, is sufficient evidence of financial
resources. MBA believes that the more relevant disclosure would be the qualifications of the
third-party purchaser to undertake due diligence and to review, analyze and make decisions
regarding the mortgage collateral. Such disclosure would include the background and
experience of the B-piece buyer, such as the length of time a B-piece buyer has been in business
and the size of such B-piece buyer’s portfolio. 69
E.

Definitional Clarifications

We ask that the risk retention rule define additional terms, including “special servicer” and “Bpiece.” The term “special servicer” should mean, with respect to any CMBS transaction, the
party that has been engaged by the related trust to manage any assets which have been subject
to certain adverse events (usually identified in the related servicing agreement and referred to
as “servicing transfer events”).
Servicing transfer events typically include mortgage loan defaults, borrower bankruptcies, or
determinations by the master servicer or special servicer that the occurrence of a default is
imminent. Assets that have been subject to servicing transfer events are typically referred to as
“specially serviced mortgage loans.” The typical servicing agreement obligates the special
servicer to manage the specially serviced mortgage loans with a view to the maximization of
recovery of principal and interest on a net present value basis on the specially serviced
mortgage loans. Strategies available to the special servicer typically include
workout/modification, foreclosure followed by sale of the related property, or sale of the
specially serviced mortgage loan.
In addition, the term “B-piece” should mean, with respect to any commercial mortgage-backed
securities transaction, the most subordinate class(es) of securities in the transaction. The “Bpiece buyer” typically purchases the B-piece in connection with the initial offering of the related
securities.

68
69

Paragraph responsive to Question 71a,b in the Proposed Rule.
Paragraph responsive to Question 72 in the Proposed Rule.
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The classes included in the B-piece have the highest exposure to losses on the underlying
mortgage loans, and therefore typically pay yields that are higher than the yields applicable to
the more senior classes. The B-piece buyer typically purchases the B-piece at a price that is
discounted to par. Since the B-piece has the highest exposure to the risk of loss on the
underlying mortgage loans, CMBS transactions have traditionally offered the B-piece buyer two
significant rights: (a) the right to consent to significant servicing actions by the special servicer
(such as modification of mortgage loan terms or exercise of remedies against the related
borrower), and (b) the right to replace the servicer without cause at any time.

VII.

UNDERWRITING STANDARDS FOR ZERO RISK RETENTION

The Dodd-Frank Act allows the regulatory agencies to consider for reduced risk retention CRE
loans under the following conditions: 70
(iii) a determination by the Federal banking agencies and the Commission that
the underwriting standards and controls for the asset are adequate. . . .
(B) CONTENTS.—For each asset class established under subparagraph (A), the
regulations prescribed under subsection (b) shall include underwriting standards
established by the Federal banking agencies that specify the terms, conditions,
and characteristics of a loan within the asset class that indicate a low credit risk
with respect to the loan.
The Dodd-Frank Act charges the Agencies with developing underwriting requirements that
would represent a “low credit risk” loan. In the Proposed Rule, the Agencies provided a series
of the terms and conditions for a CRE loan that would qualify as low risk and hence, not subject
to risk retention.
A.

Underwriting Criteria for Zero Risk Loan

MBA believes that the following principles should guide the development of "low-risk"
underwriting criteria. 71
•

70
71

Underwriting is both an art and science that relies on both qualitative and quantitative
analyses that should be performed by trained and experienced professionals. The
combination of both analyses results in well underwritten loans and leads to sound
investment decisions.

Exchange Act § 15G(c)(1)(E)(iii),(c)(2)(B).
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•

Defining a low risk loan solely by its compliance with a prescriptive set of loan and
property performance metrics does not ensure that the loan will be low risk. Low risk
loans will also have attractive qualitative features (location, market conditions, property
profile, tenancy, etc.) that are not readily defined by metrics.

•

As proposed, certain finance terms and practices that are presented in the underwriting
standards for zero risk retention (“underwriting standards”) require significant
modification in order to reflect reasonable CRE and CMBS practices.

•

As proposed, elements of the underwriting standards must be replaced by alternative
concepts that, taken in aggregate, will greatly simplify and clarify loans that qualify for
zero risk retention.

•

As proposed, the underwriting standards would greatly limit the amount of qualified
loans for zero risk retention, which would make it difficult for issuers to aggregate
qualified mortgage in sufficient quantity to securitize.

•

Underwriting standards should be paired with industry-developed representations and
warranties to provide additional certainty to the CMBS market. Such representations
and warranties would serve as an important tool that adds accountability, transparency
and clarity to the market.

In reviewing the loan terms and conditions that would qualify a loan for zero risk retention, an
analysis was performed by Morgan Stanley (see Appendix C). The results of this analysis are
highlighted below:
Specifically, there are approximately thirty underwriting requirements that must
be satisfied in order for a commercial mortgage pool to be exempt from risk
retention. We estimate that if just three of these requirements are applied (LTV of
65% or less, DSCR of 1.7x or higher and an amortization period of 20 years or less
at securitization), approximately 0.4% ($2.9 billion) of the $671 billion conduit loans
that have been securitized since the beginning of the CMBS market would have qualified.
If the rules were loosened to 1.5x DSCR, 70% LTV and 25-year amortization, 3% ($17.5
billion) would have qualified. 72
According to this study, using only three (LTV, DSCR, 20 years or less amortization) of the
approximately 30 qualification requirements, only 0.4 percent of the conduit loans since the
inception of the CMBS market would meet the underwriting criteria for zero risk retention. The
statutory directive to develop underwriting standards that "indicate a low credit risk" should
72

North America CMBS Strategy, Morgan Stanley Research, April 12, 2011, p. 4 (emphasis added).
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result in a meaningful exemption beyond a de minimis portion of commercial mortgages that
would meet the proposed underwriting criteria. MBA therefore believes that the Agencies
should revisit the proposed criteria. 73
B.

Recommendations for CRE Loan Underwriting Standards 74

MBA worked closely with its members to identify the underwriting loan criteria that would
result in a low risk loan. MBA has proposed changes to the underwriting standards that better
reflects market terms and conditions and is more realistic in defining a low risk loan. Based
upon member input, we have made specific recommendations for each of the underwriting
requirements in the Proposed Rule. Our analysis was grouped into three response categories:
(1) underwriting requirements that MBA recommends; (2) underwriting requirements that need
to be modified; and (3) underwriting requirements that MBA supports.
MBA’s underwriting recommendations are presented below 75:
Underwriting Standards MBA Recommends to Eliminate

Definition of a
Commercial
Real Estate
Loan

(2) Does not include:
A loan to a real estate investment trust

Eliminate - We think that this may have been a drafting
error. CRE Loans secured by properties owned by REITs
that meet the other requirements of this rule should not be
excluded.

Debt Service
Coverage
Ratio

Replace concept of DSC Ratio with minimum Debt
Yield. Debt yield is the net operating income divided
by the outstanding loan balance.

Eliminate - A DSC ratio test is highly dependent upon
where interest rates are at the time the loan closes and/or
matures.
Add – A better test would be based on a minimum Debt
Yield, which is consistent across interest rate environments.

Qualified
Tenant

Eliminate – It is common industry protocol for many office
leases and leases of other CRE product categories not to be
structured as triple net leases. Rental income from tenants
with gross leases using an expense stop are common and
should not be excluded. Many considerations are taken
into account when determining how much credit to give to
rental income from month-to-month tenants. We
recommend the concept of Qualified Tenant be eliminated
from the criteria.

Amortization

Eliminate - Eliminate this section because straight line

Paragraph responsive to Question 156a in Proposed Rule.
Section responsive to Questions 153, 156 a, b and 157 in Proposed Rule.
75 Table addresses qualified CRE loans for zero risk retention (see 76 Fed. Reg. at 24132-24134).
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amortization and an amortization period of 20 years or less
do not recognize the realities of the commercial mortgage
market. MBA’s recommendation recognizes the effects of
amortization through the use of an ending LTV (see below).

DSCR (Min)

Minimum Debt Yield is 12% (14% for hotels). Debt
yield is defined as property net operating income
divided by loan balance.

Eliminate – Replace DSCR with Debt Yield. DSCR test is
too dependent upon where interest rates are at the time the
loan closes. A better test seems to be based on a minimum
debt yield (versus a minimum DSCR).

Borrower
Credit

Recommend review of 3 years historical operating
information on the property. (Shorter timeframe
acceptable for newer properties provided historical
information since property completion is reviewed.)

Eliminate – Two year look forward of borrowers' financial
stability and requiring lenders to speculate on the ability of
the Borrower/Guarantor to continue to pay its debts on a
going forward basis. A vast majority of CMBS loans are
non-recourse loans that are not backed by payment
guarantees so a review of the Sponsor’s future financial
stability is really not as relevant as it might be in connection
with a qualified residential loan. In addition, forward
looking projections on the financial condition of the
borrower would be difficult to perform and is not standard
market practice.
Support - Requiring lenders to perform a 3-year look back
at the property performance is standard practice; provided
a provision for newer properties is included as these may
represent some of the best collateral

Amortization
&
Interest
Only Periods

No eligibility criteria based on amortization and IO
periods.

Eliminate – Introducing the concept of ending LTV
eliminates the need to dictate amortization or IO periods.

Buy Back
Requirement

Industry representations and warranties would
include a representation that the loans met the
Eligibility Criteria. To the extent an individual loan is
determined to not have met the Eligibility Criteria at
time the securitization, the sponsor would be required
to repurchase the loan at par plus accrued interest if
such breach is deemed to have material and adverse
impact on the investors in the securitization.

Modify – The appropriate place to address the buy-back
requirement is in the representations and warrantees. In
addition, the proposed rule does not provide for a
materiality test for the breach, which could result in
otherwise well underwritten loans being required to be
repurchased.

Underwriting Standards MBA Recommends to Modify

Borrower
Verification

Verified and documented the current financial
condition of the property sponsors;

Modify - Sponsor is the appropriate entity to review as
most CMBS borrowers are special purpose entities.

Beg
LTV
(Max)
End
LTV
(Max)
And 10 Year

(5) The CLTV ratio for the loan is:
(i) Less than or equal to 60 percent at time of loan
origination (55 percent for hotel properties);; or and
(ii) Less than or equal to 50 percent at loan maturity
(45 percent for hotel properties) with valuation based

Modify – LTV Standards (see text in bold in adjacent
column) while eliminating “Combined LTV,” as CLTV is
not directly relevant to the credit backing the first
mortgage.
We recommend separate LTV for hotel
properties.
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Loan Duration

on appraisal value at time of loan origination
(6) All loan payments required to be made under the
loan agreement are . . .
(ii) To be made no less frequently than monthly

Cap rates reflect the risk premium investors demand to
invest in commercial properties. As a result, properties
with lower risk command lower cap rates and properties
with higher risk command higher cap rates. The proposed
differentiated LTV based on cap rate would result in
weaker projects qualifying as “low risk loans” with lower
LTVs, while stronger projects with lower cap rates would
be subject to higher LTV restrictions. This appears counter
to the intention of the rule. MBA recommends deleting the
cap rate test.
Incorporation of an ending LTV eliminates the need to
prescribe specific amortization terms and loan terms.

Financial
Disclosure

(i) Require the borrower to provide to the originator
and any subsequent holder of the commercial loan,
and the servicer, the property’s financial statements
and supporting schedules on an ongoing basis….

Modify – Technical change to reflect actual practice focused
on analysis of property performance.

Collateral
Restrictions

(ii) Impose restrictions on:
(A) The creation or existence of any other security
interest with respect to any collateral for the CRE loan
should be limited to subordinate financing in the
form of mezzanine debt, b-notes or preferred equity
and should be permitted subject to a combined
maximum LTV, say 75%. No second mortgage liens
should be allowed;
(B) The transfer of any collateral pledged to support
the CRE loan; and
(C) Any change to the name, location or
organizational structure of the borrower, or any other
party that pledges collateral for the loan;

Modify – The subordinate financing market is a significant
market that is essential to borrowers and the CMBS market
generally. Numerous real estate finance investors
specifically invest in the subordinate financing space and
many borrowers rely on that market.

(A) Maintain insurance that protects against loss on
any collateral for the CRE loan at least up to the lesser
of the current amount of the loan or 100 percent of
replacement cost, and names the originator or any
subsequent holder of the loan as an additional insured
or loss payee;

Modify – 100 percent or replaced cost is used because
under certain conditions the replacement cost may be
higher than the loan amount. Insurance policy names the
originator or subsequent loan holder as an additional
insured or loss payee in order to protect the interests of the
loan holder in the event of property casualty.

(4) The loan documentation for the CRE loan
prohibits the borrower from obtaining a loan secured
by a junior lien on any property that serves as
collateral for the CRE loan .unless such loan finances
the purchase of machinery and equipment and the
borrower pledges such machinery and equipment as
additional collateral for the CRE loan.

Lenders do not want loan documents to allow property to
be used as collateral for purchase of machinery and
equipment.

(iii) The interest rate on the loan is:
(A) A fixed interest rate; or
(B) An adjustable interest rate and the borrower,
prior to or concurrently with origination of the CRE

Modify – Industry practice allows interest rate caps as well
as interest rate swaps. Focus should be on limiting the
potential increase in debt service to a level not supportable
by the property’s net operating income.

Borrower
Property
Requirements

Loan Interest
Rate

Loan assumptions, transfers within the borrowing entity,
releases of property/collateral and other similar provisions
should require lender/servicer approval unless specifically
set forth in the loan documents.
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loan, purchases an interest rate cap at a level deemed
acceptable by lender.

Underwriting Standards MBA Recommends to Support

First Lien

The CRE Loan must be secured by the first lien on the
CRE.

Support - Standard CMBS practice.

Appraisal

Obtained a written appraisal of the real property
securing the loan that……

Support - Consistent with CMBS practice.

Environmental
Assessment

Conducted an environmental risk assessment to gain
environmental information about the property
securing the loan and took appropriate steps to
mitigate any environmental liability determined to
exist based on this assessment;

Support - Consistent with CMBS practice.

Defer
Principal and
Interest

(ii) The borrower is not permitted to defer repayment
of principal or payment of interest; and …

Support – Consistent with CMBS practice.

Interest
Reserve

The originator does not establish an interest reserve at
origination to fund all or part of a payment on the
loan.

Support - Consistent with CMBS practice.

Payments at
Closing

At the closing of the securitization transaction, all
payments due on the loan are contractually current.

Support - Consistent with CMBS practice.

Fixed/Floating
Rate
Internal
Supervisory
Controls

Only Fixed Rate Loans or Floating Rate with Interest
Rate Cap
(10) (i) The depositor of the asset-backed security
certifies that it has evaluated the effectiveness of its
internal supervisory controls with respect to the
process for ensuring that all assets that
collateralize the asset-backed security meet all of the
requirements set forth in paragraphs (b)(1) through
(9) [Subject to the changes proposed by MBA for
certain items contained in these paragraphs] of this
section and has concluded that its internal
supervisory controls are effective;

Support – Consistent with CMBS practice.

Support – This is consistent with new SEC regulations that
require the issuer evaluate its internal supervisory controls.
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C.

Necessary Corrections for CRE Loans 76

MBA notes that whether or not the recommendations above are accepted in aggregate or in
part, there are certain changes that are necessary in the Proposed Rule to ensure consistency
with current CRE real estate practices and standard definitions (that is, the underwriting
requirements that need to be modified, noted above). These include:

76

•

REIT Loans – Secured loans to REITs that are made on specific assets should qualify as
CRE loans.

•

Debt Service Coverage Ratio – The debt service coverage ratio (DSC) should be based on
the debt associated with the first mortgage, not all debt.

•

Qualified Tenant – Based upon the definition, the qualified tenant is based upon
requirements that narrowly fit actual leasing practices. For example, all leases must be
NNN, however, for the majority of office tenants, leases are full service gross. MBA
recommends removing this requirement.

•

Borrower Financial Conditions – Verification and documentation of the current financial
condition of the sponsor versus the borrower.

•

Straight Line Amortization – Very few loans are done on straight line depreciation basis
and this would require a change to the finance structure of CMBS loans.

•

Borrower Financial Projection – The Proposed Rule requires that an analysis be
performed to determine if the borrower can meet its debt obligations for the next two
years. Projecting ability of the borrower pay its debts for the next several years is highly
problematic because it can be challenging to obtain the total financial picture of the
borrower. Instead, the CMBS industry has relied on the residual value of the CRE that
was pledged to provide assurance that the loan obligation will be paid.

•

Machinery Purchase – Borrowers should not be allowed to place a junior lien of the
property for equipment purchases.

•

Loan to Value – We do not believe the restrictions based on cap rates warrant a change
in the LTV. Giving preferable treatment to properties with higher cap rates directly
promotes the inclusion of loans on properties that investors view as higher credit risks.

Section responsive to Question 156a of Proposed Rule.
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•

20-Year Loan Term and Straight Line Amortization – Straight line amortization is
generally not used in commercial mortgage lending. Twenty year amortization does not
recognize the realities of CRE finance.

•

10-Year Loan Term – The minimum 10-year loan term would lock-out a key part of the
market, including the securitization of bank portfolio loans. Banks typically hold CRE
loans with terms ranging from 3 to 7 years.

MBA also calls for underwriting standards to be paired with industry-developed
representations and warranties. The Proposed Rule only addresses representations and
warrantees directly in the section that addressed the first-loss position buyer serving the risk
retention role. MBA supports industry efforts to develop representations and warrantees with
meaningful remedial mechanisms. Pairing underwriting standards with industry-developed
representations and warrantees would enhance investor confidence.
In addition, an important area of concern that is not addressed in the table above involves an
insurance issue. MBA supports the inclusion of a borrower covenant regarding insurance in the
definition of low credit risk loan. We note, however, that the commercial property and casualty
insurance industry does not deliver insurance policies on a timely basis. We further note that
this is not within the control of the lender, servicer or borrower and that the industry does not
generally consider this a default under the loan documents. Until the commercial property and
casualty insurance industry makes it a practice to deliver policies or legally valid evidence of
the insurance in place timely, the lender/servicer will continue to pursue policies or other
legally valid evidence of insurance only as required by the servicing standard defined in the
PSA.
Although we recommend substantial changes in the proposed CRE loan underwriting
standards, MBA is in strong support of elements of the Proposed Rule that address the
following topic areas: first lien, appraisal, environmental assessment, defer principal and
interest, interest reserve payments at closing, fixed/floating rate, and internal supervisory
controls (see underwriting requirements that MBA supports, discussed above).
MBA’s proposed underwriting requirements strive to be responsive to the Proposed Rule
requirement of identifying low risk loans while at the same time recognizing the inherit
challenges with defining a low risk loan through a metrics only approach. While not perfect,
we believe that the MBA proposed structure much more closely approximates a low risk loan
than the Proposed Rule, which would disqualify virtually every conduit CMBS loan that has
ever been made. Should the Agencies proceed with the underwriting criteria as proposed, it
would provide tacit recognition that the Agencies did not recognize underwriting criteria as a
viable construct for reducing risk retention.
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*

*

*

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on this critically-important rulemaking.
Please do not hesitate to contact MBA if you have any questions or if further briefing would be
helpful.

Sincerely,

E.J. Burke
Chair, Commercial Real Estate/Multifamily Finance Board of Governors
Mortgage Bankers Association

Attachments
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The Commercial/Multifamily Mortgage Market
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE '

COMMER CIALIMULTIFAMILY MORTGAGES

A ,ldrrmem hui/diug.l, l!.tfice hui/diugs, s/roppillg uw/h, ilh/u.lrri,,/
jllei/irie.l, /rell/ril w'" and Iwre! properries are all examples of

Commercial mortgages are generally /oug-term /0"".1 (typically
maturing 7 or \0 years after they are made and amortizing
over a longer period), wl/"terlllized by the commercial property
itself. They typically have a h,,/loou p"ymelll on their maturity.
Because of the nature of LLC ownership of the property, many
commercial mortgages are 1I0u-rewurse, meani n g that in the
case of default, the lender can foreclose on the property, but
is limited in its ability to seek repayment of the loan from
other assets of the borrower. Many commerc ial mortgages,
particularly those with IO - year terms, have prep,,},melll
resrrictioll.l, meaning that if the property owner wishes to repay
the mortgage prior to its maturity date , they m u st compensate
the lende r ! investor for the lost interest income that was due.

commercial real estate. These properties house all of the
n ation's businesses, and a full one- in- seven of its households. 2
Some non - residential commercial properties are owneroccupied, meaning the business that occupies the space also
owns it, and some are " income- produci llg," meaning the
commercial property is leased out to businesses that pay rent
to use the space. /uwme-produciug properties are run much like
other businesses; the rent payments rece ived from lessees are
income; maintenance, utility and other costs are expenses; and
the property owner looks to make a ",rum Oil irs im'e.ltmem
through a) earning income in excess of expenses and b) capital
appreciation of the property / business itself.

FINANCING COMMERCIAL ANO MULTIFAMILY PROPERTIES
Like other businesses, commercial real estate is typically
financed through a combination of sources . The property
is typically owned by a limited /i"hilit}' corp<>nltioll (L LC )
w hose sole purpose is to own that particular property. The
corporation has e'luit), illl'estors, and wi ll typically take out a
mortgllge collateralized by the property, and sometimes ot/rer
deht. The equity, other debt and mortgage loan collectively
repn"Sl"1J{ the C<1pitll/ stllck of value of the prOPl"rty.
Should the property owner default on the debt obligations, the
mortgage lender has a direct r/"im on the property, while the
provider of other debt fmancing (sometimes called mezzanine
or corporate debt) has a claim on the ownership interest of the
LLC. For this reason, mortgage lenders are typically desc r ibed
as being at the bottom, or the safest position, of the overall
financing capital stack . This is why lenders are willing to accept
mortgage interest rates that are typically lower than the rates
required for other types offinancing, e.g., mezzanine debt or
eq uity investments. If the value of the pr operty increases or
decreases, the mortgage amount and other debt levels remain in
place and the increased / decreased value accrues to the equity
owners.

Many regulatory definrtions of "commercial real estate" include constroctlOIl
lending. which is otten driven by the acquisition, development and construcllon
of single -family homes . Most Industry practiboners instead focus on the m<Jfe
coherent group of income-producing commercial propeftles. which are addressed
here . For m<Jfe InformatlOO on the d istinctions. see "Commercial-Multifamily
Delinquency Rates, MIxing Peflormaoce Measu res Gives a MIslead ing Pictu re
of Commercial Property loan Performance." http"lwww_mortgageban~ers . orgl
filesiBu llelinllnternaIResou rce163450_CREFDelinq uencyRateJu1y2008 .pdf
US Census Bureau. 2007 Ame!ican Housing Survey
G4I5I10
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Commercial mortgages are underwritten based on a detailed
analysis of the property, its income and its value. In addition to
analysis of the sponsors and the property market, underwriting
typically focuses on a property's net operating income and
its value.
The UN operariug illcome is assessed to make sure that the
property's cash flows can support the mortgage payments
due on t h e loan. R ents, other income, expenses, and other
factors are taken into account and compared to the required
debt service to derive a debt service coverage ratio (DSC R ).
An aVt"ragl" mortgage loan made by a life illSuranCe company ill
2006 and 2007 had a deht urI,ice (wenigI' mrio of 1.5 to 1.6 meaning the property's income was 50 percent to 60 percent
higher than the level required to pay the mortgage
debt pay m ents. J
The propert)".1 /'Il/ue is calculated through appraisals and other
means to make sure that the value of the property exceeds the
mortgage loan amount. The property's value is assessed and
compared to the mortgage loan amount to derive a 10<11/ to
1'''/111' rario (LTV). An average mortgage loan m:Jde by a life
insurance company in 2006 and 2007 had a loa n to value ratio
of63- 66 percent - meaning that the collateral value of the
property exceeded the loan amount by roughly half:
Should the property owner default on the mortgage, the
lender / servicer has a variety of options including modifying
the mortgage, extending the mortgage, foreclosing on the
property, or selling the non - performing mortgage to another
lender / investor. Should the lender jo",c/o.le, they can then seek
to recoup their losses through a sale of the property, which has
American CouncIl of Ufe Insurers, Commercial Mortgage CommItments

''''
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Life insllrllnu comp"niej hold 9 percent of the outstanding
balann' of commercial and multifamily mortgages. Life
insurance companies have long- term liabilities, in the form
oflife insurance policies, and typically look for long- term
investments. Life company loans tend to be ten - year, non recourse loans, and to be fairly conservatively underwritten .
Life com p any mortgages tend to be on income producing
properties.

value as an asset. Commercial properties also have cash streams,
in the form ofthl' tenants' ll'ase payments, which can defray thl'
lost principal and interest payments.

COMMERCIAL / MULTIFAMILY MORTGAGE PARTICIPANT S
A wide range of participants play key roles in the commercial
mortgage market. OriginrHorj work with property owners to
assess different financing options and to identify and underwrite
the mortgage. Lem/er! underwrite and close the loan and
provide the funding. /,,,,<'Stors, whether the initial lender or
one who buys a whole loan or CMBS, receive principal and
imerest payments in return for their initial funding. Sen,iurj
manage the loan on behalf of the lender / investors. [n addition
to managing the collection and distribution of principal and
imerest payments, servicers also perform tasks such as periodic
property inspections, analysis of property financials and
insurance reviews and manage the issues related to delinquency,
default, foreclosure and real emte owned (R EO). When CMBS
are created, jecuritizt'rj pool loans and underwrite and create
securities, mring IIgellciej analyze and rate the risks of the various
tranches and frllsraj oversee the securities and the various
relationships created . Many other participants also play critical
roles in the commercial mortgage market, including IIppmist'rj,
properTy engillarj, rHromeYj, MCOI!!JfallfS, d'''<1 lind rt'C/!!!%g}'
prOl,ider.l, and more.

Fm!!!ie k I M mId Freddie ]\1",' hold multifamily mortgages
that account for 6 percent of the balance of commercial and
multifamily mortgages. In addition, they and F H A / Ginnie
]\1<1e guarantee multifamily mortgages in securitized pools
that acco u nt for an additional 5 percent of the balance .
These emities only purchase and guarantee residential
mortgages and their holdings and guarantees represent
40 percent of the multifamily mortgage market.
The commercial llrorrgage-b<lcked St'cllritiu (CM BS) market
holds 20 percent of the outstanding balance of commercial
and mult ifamily mortgages. Through the CMBS market,
commerc ial and multifamily mortgages are pooled together,
and a series of securities is structured ("tranched") so that
the principal and interest payments from the mortgages flow
through to security investors in a waterfall, with investors in
the most secure bonds being paid first, and investors in the least
secure bonds being paid last. Because the lower risk securities
generally pay a lower yield and the higher risk sec urities pay a
higher yield, the structure allows investors to buy bonds with
the level of protection they desire. Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac, life insurance companies, banks and others have all been
investors in CMBS, generally in the AAA, or safest, securities.

LENOER S AND INVESTORS
Commercial and multifamily mortgages have long been a
key staple in the portfolios of banks, life insurance companies,
pension funds and others. The relatively long- term nature
and stability of the mortgages, and their cautious position in
the capital stack, mean that they often match well with these
lenders' risk and asset/liability profiles. With their different

A wide range of additional lenders / investors hold the
remaining balance of commercial and multifamily mortgages.
These include thefedem/ gOl'emmellf, sraff' dlh/lo(II/ gOl'emmellfs,
jirwnC(' comp<llli<'S, morrg<lge rell/ <'Srnre i,,,,<'SlmeIl1 Imsl.! (RE ITj),
penjionJrmds, and ollrer bUjint'.!St's <l!ld im/il'idlwl.!.

investment objectives, different lenders / investors differ in
their approaches to mortgage lending.

AFFOROABLE RENTAL HOUSING

Bm,b <llId rhrifts are the largest overall holders of commercial
and multifamily mortgages. s Commercial mortgages made by
ba nks and thrifts arc more likely to be on smaller properties and
to borrowers who have a variety of relationships with the bank .
Banks often make these loans with reco u rse to the borrower,
meaning the borrower's assets serve as additional collateral for
the loan. Banks and thrifts have to match their relatively shortterm sources offunds (checking accounts, savings accounts,
C D s, etc.) with relatively short- term investments of those
funds. As a result, they tend to make shorter- term or adjustablerate mortgages . Of the $1 trillion nonresidential commercial
mortgages reported held by banks and thrifts at the end of2009,
42 percent were for owner- occupied properties and 58 percent
were for income- producing properties. 6

While some families rent as a lifestyle choice, many families
rent because their income, credit ra t ing or savings for a
down payment are not sufficient to purchase a home . For
these families, rental housing is a necessary first step toward
homeowtlership or a longer- term necessity. Many of these
families choose to rent single- family homes, but a large number
choose multifamily housing (developments containing 5 or
more units / apartments) . Of the approximately one- third of
US house holds that rem, 15 million rent apartments in
multifamily structures?

Federal Reserve Board. FlaNof Funds Account 01 the Un ited Siaies
6

Federal Deposil lnsuraoce Corporation (FDIC). Quarterly
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US Census Bureau . 2007 American Housing SUrvey
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The federal government provides support for the financing of
affordable rental housing in a number of ways . The Dep",lI/leUf
oj H OI/sing <IIhl Urb<lll Del'elopmeuf (H U D ) subsidizes a number
of multifamily rental properties throu gh programs funded over
th e past 40+ years in various forms (e .g., interest rate subsidies,
project- based and tenant- based rental assistance, etc.) . Many
of these older assis ted properties need rehabilitation and are
being refinanced through H UD's FHA insurance programs and
through Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac multifamily programs.
H UD also produces lIel1' assisred Iwusing del'c/opmeufS Jor seniors
through the Section 202 program which provides a capital grant
ro reduce development cos ts a nd also provides rental assistance
ro lower- income elderly households.

ASSOC I A T I O N

The 1011' iucome /wlIsiug rdX credir (L1 H TC) program, initiated
in 1987, is the only tax incentive specifically designed to
promote th e production oflow- income ren ta l housing.
The L1HTC creates an incentive for private investors to
provide equity for ren ta l housing developments targeted at
lower income households by granti ng tax credits to these
investors. The Ll H TC annually suppor ts the construct ion
or rehabilitation of approximately 135,000 rental units.

THE MORTGAGE BANKERS AS SOCIATION
The Mortgage Ilankers Association (M il A) is the national
association representing the real es tate finance industry,
an industry that employs more than 280,000 people in
virtually eve ry community in the cou ntry. H eadqu art ered
in Washington, D.C., th e association works to ensure th e
continued strength of the nation's residential and commercial
real es tate markets; to expand homeownership and extend
access to afforda ble housing to all Am ericans. MBA promotes
fair and ethical lending practices and foste rs professional
excelle nc e among real estate finance e mployees through
a wide range of educational programs and a variety of
publications. Its membership of over 2,200 companies includes
all elements of real es tate finance: mo r tgage companies,
mortgage brokers, commercial banks, thrifts, Wall Street
condui ts, life insurance companies and others in the mortgage
lending field.

The F H A mulrif<llui1r insurance programs are used to produce
and rehabilitate privately owned and operated \vorkforce
housing without any federal subsidy. The FHA multifamily
programs charge mortgage insurance premiums that are
adjusted annually, when necessary, to ensure they do not
Tt""<juire federal appropriation offunds and, instead, actually
ge nerate revenue for the federal governme nt. Much of the
processing of these loans is delegated to approved lende rs;
however, each loan is reviewed and approved by FH A field
staff prior to issuance of a commitment for insurance.
Since 1992, both Fallllie Ma e aud Freddie A-/d( have been
Tt""<juired to facilitate the financing of housing for underserved
families and markets through legislatively established affordable
housing goals. The goals were recently amended and now
specify a goal for multifamily housing that requires a percentage
of multifamily units financed b y the GSEs to be affordable
to lower- income families. While no subsidy is provided by
th e GS Es, they must facilitate the financing ofloans for these
markets.

For more informatio n visit www.mortgagebankers .org

or ca ll (202) 557-2700.
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APPENDIX B

HORIZONTAL RISK RETENTION IN RED

Horizontal Risk Retention - Concentrates risk at the bottom of the credit waterfall,
which represents the most at risk portion of the CMBS.

VERTICAL RISK RETENTION IN RED

Vertical Risk Retention – Allocates risk retention evenly throughout the CMBS
tranches. The at-risk portion of the CMBS is in the lower end of the sub-AAA rating
categories. The likelihood of losses for horizontal risk retention is much higher than
vertical risk retention because only a small percentage of the vertical risk retention
tranches are likely to experience losses. Thus, the risk retention calibration for these
two methodologies should take into account their respective divergent risk profiles.

APPENDIX C
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CMBS Market Insights
The Dodd-Frank NPR:
Implications for CMBS
Regulators released their Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (NPR ) for Dodd -Frank Risk Retention
00 March 29 . Critically for CM BS, the proposa l does
allow risk retention to be satisfied by a B-piece
Investor

Howeve r. the pro po sa l a ls o co nta ins two key
prov is io ns t hat w ork 3g 3insl each other and. in
our v iew . w o uld be extre m ely diffic u lt to sat isfy
sim ulta n eo usly . These provisions, which market
parti cipants did not expect , are (1 ) risk retention is
5% of total deal proceeds , not 5% of par , and (2) the
B-piece investment is non-transferable a nd must be
retained by the B-piece bu yer for the life of the dea l
Non-transferability of the B-piece investment could
have a severely negative impact on ~s market value ,
making it extremely difficult to reach 5% of deal
proceeds in an economically viabl e way_
While there are a number of other issues in th e
proposed regulations that are also problematic, the
above two provisions are key in that if they cannot
be successfully addressed , we expect that activity in
the CMBS ma rket will be dramatically curtailed
Given the fragile state of comm ercial real estate
markets , particularl y for smaller properties, and the
iact that approxim ately $600 billion of C MBS loans
and $ 1.2 trillion of bank CRE loans, much of them
distressed , need to be refinanced over the next five
to six years , the im pact on the commercial real
estate market could be profoundl y negative_
In terms of relative value consid erations, th e
possibili ty of such a worst-case outcom e would likely
be positive for bonds from CM BS 2_0 deals as we ll
as bonds from sen io r parts of legacy capital
structures on the basis of restricted future supply_
However, the impact on ris kier legacy bonds could
be decidedly neg ative, as our loss estimates under
such a scenari o would be dramatically higher.

~ Stlnley does and seeks \0 00 bo.Uless ....rth
~rries covered in Morgan Stanley Research_As
a result, investors should be aware that the firm may
have a connict cJ interest that coUd affect the
objectivity cJ Morgan Stanley Rcxarch_ Invc<lt0f5
should coosider ~ SIarlIey Research as only a

single factor in making their investment decision_

Fo r ana lyst c.nification and o th.r imponant
disc lo surn. r.f.r to th. Disc losur. S.ction.
loca t.d a t th •• nd of this r. po n .

Morgan Stanley
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The Dodd-Frank NPR: Implications for CMBS
Ov e rv ie w
Ofl />''larch 29, ledefal regulatOlS released their Notice 01
Proposed Rulem:J kirog (NPR ) regarding risk retefltion IOf US
securitization m;] r1Iets, as m;mdated by the Dodd-Frank Act

Markel participants have unt! June 10 to provide comments
arid feedback Of] the proposals to regulators. The new rules
will take effect two years aner they are ~rJali zed
This note summarizes the most important elements 01 the
proposa l as they pertain to the CMB S market and examines

!heir imphcations. OtJr coHeagues published a review last
weel<; 01 the proposal, with a locus on the imp;Ict on the
residentia l, consumer ABS and CLO marlIets '

The proposed regulaloos contain the expected 5% risk
retention requirement lor issuers, whictl could tJe satisfied in
a variety 01 ~s, including the retention 01 a vertica l s lice ,
horizontal slice or L-shaped slice_ The proposal also contains
an option , critical 10 CMBS , thai allows risk retention to tJe
satisfied by a qualified third-party B-piKe buyer_There are,
however, a number or sign~K:anl restrictioos on the B-piere
buyer thaI musl be salisfied
There is also a second, and unexpecl ed, oplion allowing
CMBS issuers 10 avoid risk rel ention on deals \\oflere
underwliting is sufficienlly conservative . This option is
arJalogoos to ttle oua l ~ied Residential Nlortgage desigrJalion
- ~ loans meel a sel of highly restrictive undeJWriting criteria ,
ttle issuer is exempt from retaining risk in the deal.
Unfortunately, the proposed regulations also contain two
provisions tha~ taken togelher, could be e xtremely
cha llenging to satisfy and ~ not addressed woulll, in ot.view, resu~ in a llramatic curta ilmenl in CMBS activity. The
first provisioo relates 10 the lact Ihat while lhe 5% risk
retention requiremenl is stated in the NPR in a ~ lhat
suggests 5% of par value, regulators are, in fact, targebng
5% oltotal deal proceeds or marllet value'> In fact, the
premiLm capture cash reserve account, discussed bebw, is
designed to enectively increase "risk retention " 10 5% of llea l
proceeds.

, "Seruritized Matk .. nsq,..
SerurilizaIioo", 416111
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At !he same bme, the proposal contains a provision prohtbibng
B-piece tJuyers from setting their B-piece investments . This
provision coukl substantially reduce the amot.nl a B--piece
tJuyer woukl be willing to pay lor a B-piece investment, and
thus its market value. At the sane bme that the regulatOl)'
proposal attempts 10 ensure that risk retention is significanUy
grealer than 5% of par value, the JIon-lranslerabii ty condition
lor lhe B--piece actually wor1ls 10 reduce its marllet value . In
our view, tt is unlikely thaI !he two provisions can be mel
simurtaneousty in a ~ lhal is economically viable .

On lhe other hand , a non-transferabdily reslrictioo olone or
two year duratioo, allowing lhe B -piece to be sold 10 a
qualified investor aner ttlat, may worll . Indeed, much of ttle
value a()ded by a B-piere inveslOf comes Irom lheir lhorough
screening olthe loan for lraoo and o!her potenlial problems,
which is typically most important al the early stages 01 a
transaction
In ttle evenl thaI these issues are not resolved, we woul(j
expect a substantial curtailment in CMBS activity as the
in centive lor is:we,-s 10 structure securitizlllKlfts would I>e
severely reduced . The impact would likely be a dra-nabc
decline in the amount or finaocing available to the
OOITfllefCial real estate sector, especially lor small to
medium -sizecl properties. This, of course woukl increase lhe
cost 01 borrowing and almost surely push cap rates up as
well.
Increasing financing rates and cap rales would oome at a
time when approximately $600 billion of CM BS loans and
St .2 IIitiioo 01 CRE loans in banks, much 01 rt distressed ,
nero to be refinanced over the ne Kl five or six years. In our
view, ttle impact of such a scenario on CMBS losses alone
could be very la rge
The P r e m iu m C a p ture C ash Rese rve Accou nt :
A KA R i sk Retent i o n o f 5% o f Deal Proc ee ds
Upon release of ttle NPR, there are many questions
cooceming ttle natu re and inlenl of one unexpected element,
the premium capture cash reserve account

As stated in the NPR , ttlis condttion requires lhat lhe sale of
any 10 securities or lhe proceeds from the monebzatioo of
any excess spread be use[J to lund an upfroot reserve
account This reserve account would ttlefl be used as
subordinatioo lor the B-piece , becoming, in effect, ttle nrst
loss piece. Such a slructure would prevent issuers from
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realizing any profit in ttJe deal up from, and possibly any
profit at all , since the average loss lor COllServ.:JOVely
underwlitten OOIIdutt deals (1_5%-3 .0%) is roughly the same
order 01 magnttude as the proposed reserve accounts. Thus,
tt was assumed that the motivatioo lor !he reserve acoount
COflStruct was to increase the total amount 01 risk retention
by including issuers proms in the 5ecurilizatioo via the

reserve account
DurirJg a conference call between the CREF e and the

Federal Reserve on Friday , April 8, regulators darifled what

Itle proposed regulations were IJying to achieve . In particular,
ttJe intenhon 01 the premiu m capture resefVe account was to
eflsure that issuers (or the evrnbinatioo 01 issuelS and B pie ce buyelS ) held risk retefltion 015% 01 total dea l proceeds

or mar1Iet value, rather !han 5% 01 par.
Risk Retention - A Fin,,' T;Jke
As noted above, language in Itle NPR suggested that
required risk reteflbon would be 5% 01 par. This could have
been sabsned by a B -piece tJuyer holding the tJOttom 5%
slice 01 a deal. However, the classes !hat make up the Bpiece price at a deep discount, typically less than 50% 01 par,
whH:h provides the mid teens yield required tJy B -piece
investors . But a B -pie{:e that is 5% 01 par m ay tJe WOfth less
ttlan 2.5% 01 dea l proceeds, \\ofl ich would be well shoft 01
satisfying lhe intended risk relenlion requirement.

Doe possJlJIe solution woutd tJe 10 redirect sufficient excess
spread in the deal 10 increase lhe coupoo on the B-piece and
ttlus boost its markel va lue 10 close 10 paL (Nole thaI this is
s im~ ar 10 the premium capture cash reserve account
construct) However, ttlere is no guarantee that Ihis is
leasitJle . II interest rates or credrt spreads rise signincantly
during the warehousing period leading up to the
securitization , there may nol tJe sufficient excess spread . In
any case, the execution would generally be highly inefficient
since Biliece lJuyers woutd tJe unlloilling to pay up lor the low
risk excess spread. M<lking the deal eaJflOOlH:s work would
necessitale charging higher interest rates on the undertying
loans.
An allematve strategy I'<OtJld tJe to the convince B-piece
buyer to buy a much larger Ixlnom s lice 01 lhe dea l, large
enough thaI the market value woutd tJe 5% 01 proceeds. The
leasitJitity 01 ttlis approach is unclear, but again, B-piece
buyers 00 nol typically buy BBB-rated Ixlnds, wtlich have
reLativety low credit risk and thus low yields. Presumably,
ttley 'Mluld only tJe interested to the ex\entthal they could
buy U'" if<loJioollill oo,Kl>; Y"" Y 1J",,,p [u [" i, y"[",,

In any case, as iong as there is non -transleratJitily 01 the Bpiece, we think rt is unlikety that any potental lixes are likely
to'Mlrk.

Restrict ions Re lJ ted to the B-Piec e Buye r
Apa rt Irom the problematic provision regarding nontransleral>ility 01 the B-piece, the B-piece buyer would tJe
reslricted Irom hedging the asset-specific credrt risk in the
deal , although hedging 01 interest rate risk and non-assetspecific credit risk would tJe pennitted
There are also proposed restrictions on the B-piece buyer
having control righls. Specifi cally , in Ofder lor the B-piece
buyer to have control rights, or to function as the special
servicer, the deal needs 10 be structured with an operatng
advisor woo is unaffiliated with any other party to ttle
transaction and represents lhe interests 01 all
ce rtiftcalehotders . The special servicer 'Mluld tJe required 10
oons ulr IIoittlthe operatng al1visor on all ma;or decisions
regarding the servicing 01 the loans. The operating advisOf
woutd also tJe responsible lor reviewing the actions 01 the
special servicer and determining \\oflether they are
perlOfTlling in accordance IIoith the servicing slandard.
The rote 01 the operating advisor is analogous, in some
respects, to that 01 the trust advisor, wtlich is emerging in
CMBS 2.0. One importanl difference, however, is Ihatthe
operatng advisor has wnsurtation righls from the start 01 the
deal , \\oflereas the lrust advisor in certain CMBS 2 .0
transactions has consurtation righls only affer Ihe B-piece
buyer is appraised oot 01 control.
The most profound difference , however, one thaI is highly
problematic, is thaI ttle operating advisor has discretion to
recommend the replacement 01 ttle special servicer, and il
such a recommendation is made, ffle special servicer musr
tJe replaced unless 5 1% o r each eligible certificate class
lUres ro rerain rfle spedal. Requiring thaI 5 1% 01 each
eligibte class vote not to replace the special servicer in
response 10 an operating al1visOf replacemenl
recommendation seems OfIerOUS , and is enectivety
equivalent in our view to giving ttle operating advisor the
unilateral right to replace the special service r. The operatng
advisor coutd use the threat 01 recommending replacement
to exercise undue inftuence over the special servicer. In our
view, it 'Mluld tJe more appropriate to require that
ce rtiftcalehotders vole amnnalively in order 10 remove the
special servicer
'''I'kl~ ''' ",,"' 1 "I""'kll
servicer, tJut rt seems likely that rt woutd tJe the operating

It i" U, ,,,"',,, wi", wuukJ 1J1UlIS<: U",
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advisor . PresumatJly. once chosen, !he replacemefll spe<:ial
sewicer would again be di rected by th e B-piece buyer.

In our view, B -piece buyers would requ ire a higher yield
under a construct in wtlidllhe ope!<Iting advisor has the right
to replace the special sewicer_
Issuer monitoring 01 B-piece tJuyer compliance is anothef
problema~c

area 01 the proposed regu laUons. In partH:ular,

lhe issuer has an oog()jng respoositJjlity lor ensuring !he B piece buyer remains in compliance with the risk retefltion
restrictioos . including neithe r

se~i llQ

nor improperly hedging

lhe investment. In pracUcal terms, this type of oveJSighl is
virtually impossitJle. There is no way lor the issue r to Iulow il

a

B~ece

buyer puts

Of]

a restricted hedge.

Qua l ify ing Commerc iOlI Mortgages
As ooled , lhe proposed rules provide t'Ml opIions under
whictllhe issuer is exempt from risk relentioo_ TlJe nISI
efltails the B-piece buyer satisfying the risk retention
requiremefll in place olttle issuer. The secood requires that
lhe collateJal pool saUsfy a set 01 particularly conservat ive
underwritirJg starJdards. Spe<:ifically, there are approximately
thirty underwriUng requirements that must tJe satisrled n
order lor a commercial mortgage poot to tJe e xempt from risk
retention. We estimate that if just three 01 these requirements
are applied (LTV 0165% or less, DSC R oll .lx or higher and
an amortizatioo period 0120 years or tess at securitizabon ),
approximately 0.4% ($2.9 biUion) 01 the $61 1 bilion condutt
loans that have tJeen securitized since the beginning 01 the
CMBS martlet woutd have qualified. II the rules were
loosened to 1.5x DSCR, 10% LTV and 25-year amortization ,
3% ($17 .5 bilhOfl ) would have qualified.
These resuHs contrast with the residentiat mortgage case ,
where, according to an analysis undertakefl by Morgan
stanley Securitized Products Research , the proportiofl olthe
current outstanding martlet that would meet the ORM
requirements is approximately 20% '

DSCR: M in ofl.7x ( or 1.5x lor st3bitized.

" qu3 I ilyi ng ~

NO t). To "quatify" the loan must be secured by either ( I ) a
5+ untt residentiat property with 75% of NO t derived from
rents and tenant ameflihes or (2) commercial property that
derives at least 80% 01 tts reverllle from quat ified tenants.
A quat ified tenant is a teflant that is (or was and is flOW
month to month) subject to a performing triple net lease
Term and Amort iz3tion : min imum t erm ol I O ye3rs ,
maximum amortization schedute 0120 years : The
proporuon 01 conduit loans originated since 1995 that have
a 2O-year or less amortization schedule at securitization is

2%, the proportion with an amortization 0125 years or tess
is 1%. The percent 01 a loan that amortizes in t o years,
on a 2O-year schedule is 43%, under a 25-yea r schedule,
30%. Assuming a 65% LTV and a 2O-year amortization
schedule on a to-year loan , property value would have to
dectine 63% tJelore the debt incurred a loss (equily would
tJe M at a 29% properly value decline ). Under the same
LTV and term assumptions, but with a 25-year
amortizabon schedul e, the property value could dedine
55% tJefore the debt incurred a toss (equity woutd tJe ht at
a 20% properly vatue dedine).
• Loan documents must inctude covenants that restrict
the abitity to cr eate add it ionat security interests in the
property. M[Jitionatl y , the underwritten property may not
tJe pledged as cotlateJat lor another loan, even if tt is
subordinate.
The re are \wi) requirements that are particutarly cooous to
us. The nrst requi res originatOfS to verily each borrower has
the resources to service their detJI. However, conmerciat
mortgages are non~ecourse loans. Borrowers effectively
purchase the optioo to delauK, and rt is assumed by martlet
participants that they win exerdse their default option
opbmally. Here, ability to service the debt reflects only the
ability of the property to generate sulTicient NO t to service
the (leO!.

Key Requ ir ements :

Second , loans secured tJy properties owned by REtTs are
expticiUy exduded. We tJelleve this reflects the Fro's

• LTV: M3X of 65 % (or 60% i f 3ppr3 i s3 t C3P "'te is tess
th3n or equ3t to 10yr SW3p ptus 300bp). tn our view,

experience with tJonds containing loans secured by GG P .
We think this illustrates concern regarding a REtTs relatively

LTV does

not provide enbre credrt picture and cap rate

spread provision is too narrow as weN; could tJe rendered
anachronisbc in ceftain martlet contexts

greater atJitity to successfutly put properties into tJankruptcy.
F in3 ' Thoughts 3nd Re l 3tive V 3 1u e
tn our view, the regulatory proposal cootains a number of
COIIStrucbve elements . However, there are atso several

,

~ MIl ..... .......,....

SerurilizaIion' , o4I6I11 .

Rill<

ReI- ' Proposal: ~.-.. '"

highly problematic provisions. The most significant 01 these
are the comtJinatioo 01 risk retention tJeing 5% 01 total deat
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proceeds arKllhe non-transfe rability 01 the BiJiece
investment TlJese two condttioos seem to be inlrinsicaHy at

We are currently in the process 01 recalibfatirog our credrt
models in order to more accur.:Jtety assess the impacl on our

odds, and we think it is unlikely that txJ!h can be achieved

loss

simultaneously in a way that is ecooomically viable for
securitizations.

outcome . White ttJe anatysis is not complete , it is clear ttJat
the pote n~a l irfllacl is very si ~~K:ant

Taking CMBS cap;!city om ine at this time would severely

tn our view, such an outcome crUd potefltia lty be a posrtive lor

the amount 01 financing availatJ.le to the commercial
real estate sector, particularly lor small and medium-sjzed

tJonds from D.tBS 2.0 transactions as well as 200&-2001
super seniors and AMs, purety on the basjs of resbicled fUture
supply . For those sectors that already appeared rich on the
l>asis or our loss projections, the impact is ~ kety to be negative.
This includes tranches below AJ from CMBX series 3, 4 aid 5.
The most sigrificantty anected classes would tikety be the
"high conveJdty" classes A .1, A .2 , M .3, M .4 aid M .5.

d~inish

propei1ies, arid would resutl in higher boIrowing costs and

cap rates. Nearly all 01 the mprovements in rorrmercial real
estate markets over the p;lst 18 months have tJeefl a
renection 01 ill¥Ovements in fifl<lllCing mar1\ets rather than
flmdamentals, wtlich suggests that m arllets remain fragile_

es~mates

lor legacy CMBS serurities in a 'MJrst-case

A ma;or llisruptioo in CM BS financing 'Mlul[J be likely to lead
to sharply higher losses, partH:ularty in CMBS bans
scheduled to mature over the next several years. It would
also be likely to have negaUve spillover eflects on the ability
01 sm;]ller regional and community wnks 10 work out their

problem eR E portfolios _
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